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BE curious
ENJOY RESPONSIBLY

welcome
new season, new look
SUMMER IS A WONDERFUL time of year. It really is
the season for coming alive and enjoying the outdoors,
embracing life and appreciating new energy.
It encourages us to emerge from the colder months
and into the enticing sunshine, in order to do the things
we love to do – like driving our Maserati.
In this edition we welcome our new Il Tridente editor
Katarina Kroslakova, previously from the Australian
Financial Review’s Luxury magazine, who shares with us
her 20 years of experience. We welcome Katarina to
the Maserati family as we celebrate a fresh re-design
and that La Dolce Vita Italian lifestyle in this new issue.
I have just returned from Italy. It never ceases to
amaze me how simply being in Italian cities immediately
immerses you in that true, authentic and indescribable
Italian style and sophistication.
As we know, Italian lifestyle is all about the food,
wine, coffee and history. It’s this heart of design,
fashion and culture that has, in the best possible way,
infiltrated our Australian and New Zealand lifestyle.
This is also the time when Maserati launches its
new collection for the following year. With the model
year ‘19 arrivals, we see an exciting new addition to
the Levante family, breathing a familiar note from its
Maserati-designed, Ferrari-produced Twin Turbo V6
with 350hp on tap. This is a great drive. There are also
numerous improvements across the range as covered
in this issue and of course best experienced at your
local Maserati dealer.
We would love to hear your feedback on the new
design of Il Tridente magazine. Feel free to email the
team at maseratimagazine@ateco.com.au and please
don’t forget to complete our reader survey on page 83.

GLEN SEALEY

Chief Operating Officer
Maserati Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa
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EDITOR'S
LETTER
WELCOME TO A NEW Il Tridente magazine.
A publication with the same spirit, same heritage,
and same respect for the pillars of Maserati, but
with a new look and a new purpose: to entertain,
to inform, to enlighten, to inspire.
My team and I are very proud to be new
custodians of this fine magazine during such an
exciting time of growth for Maserati. In each
issue, we will bring to life the stories behind the
brand: from the people who first made their
passion reality, to those who now bring superb
craftsmanship to you, the customers.
As new developments occur, we will share
Maserati news. As new models are unveiled,
you’ll read about them here, in Il Tridente.
But being a Maserati owner isn’t just about

owning a car, it’s a mindset, a way of living.
Maserati owners have an infectious manner of
immersing, enjoying and participating in life.
So from this issue onwards, we will
complement our expert motoring editorial with
lifestyle content, including food, wine, design,
travel, fashion, watches, jewellery, and much
more. In this specially-themed Italian issue, we
explore La Dolce Vita, the appeal of all things
Italian, and what makes the country of Maserati’s
birthplace so truly special.
Please, do enjoy this new-look magazine
and share your feedback with us.

KATARINA KROSLAKOVA
editor in chief

CONTRIBUTORS

ANDREW CHESTERTON
is an Australian writer who
recently relocated to Italy,
with an unhealthy obsession
for all things automotive.
From the intoxicating roar
of a V8 engine to the
spine-tingling bass of a rich
exhaust note, he firmly
believes cars make the most
beautiful music.

JENI PORT
is a Melbourne-based wine
writer and author for
magazines such James
Halliday Magazine, Gourmet
Traveller Wine, Wine
Selector. She is a wine
judge, and has been named
Wine Communicator of the
Year and a Legend of the
Melbourne Food and
Wine Festival.
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MARK CALDERWOOD
comes from an academic
and fine arts background,
being equally interested in
the Old Masters as well as
current technology-based
art. He has written for arts,
business innovation and
lifestyle magazines. This
is his tenth year writing
for Il Tridente.
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ALEKSANDRA BEARE
is a Sydney-based creative
director, with over two
decades in fashion, celebrity,
interior, lifestyle, food, travel
and design magazines.
Highlights include directing
shoots with Jean Paul
Gaultier in Paris, Olivia
Newton John in Las Vegas,
and Debbie Harry in
New York.

black beauty
MASERATI TAKES EXCLUSIVITY TO A NEW
LEVEL WITH ITS QUATTROPORTE NERISSIMO
THE MUCH ANTICIPATED Nerissimo
edition of the Quattroporte GTS Gransport
has finally landed in very limited quantities
in Australia and New Zealand.
This masterpiece of Italian design is sure
to make a strong design statement, and
with only 50 cars produced for sale
worldwide, Maserati is taking exclusivity
to a new level.
The rarity of the special issue is certified
by the plaque on the centre console that
states “Nerissimo Edition One of 50” and
which is sitting atop some of the carbon
fibre which is liberally spread inside and out
across this car that is special, even by
Maserati standards.
The name Nerissimo comes from the
Italian expression for “extremely black”.
This special edition Maserati Quattroporte
GranSport GTS Nerissimo Edition embodies
the excitement of urban night and
enhances the aesthetic sportiness of the
flagship model.

Luxuriant Nero Ribelle paint combines
with black piano finishing on the front
grille, inserts on bumpers and rear
extractor. Also getting clothed in black are
the window surrounds, exhaust pipes and
vertical grille bars. The vehicle features front
and rear sport bumpers, body-colour side
skirts, 21-inch glossy black Titano wheels,
anodised red painted brake callipers and
an exterior carbon package.
The interior of this Quattroporte features
12-way power sport seats, full premium
black leather upholstery with striking red
stitching and the red embroidered trident
on the headrests.
The Maserati Quattroporte GranSport
GTS Nerissimo Edition is powered by the
flagship 3.8-litre twin turbo V8 engine,
delivering 0-100 km/h in 4.7 seconds and
310 km/h top speed.
There are just five cars allocated to
Australia and one car allocated to the New
Zealand market.
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Produced in very
limited quantities,
the Quattroporte
Nerissimo
makes a strong
style statement.

news
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news
Learn now to handle
a Maserati like a rally
or racing pro with
immersive driving
courses in Europe.

back to
school

EVERYONE CAN
BE A MASTERFUL
DRIVER WITH
MASERATI’S
EXPERT DRIVING
COURSES.

PLANNING NEXT YEAR’S European
holiday just got a whole lot more
interesting. Forget the winery tours, don’t
worry about the shopping, and hey – who
needs one more museum visit? Well,
actually, all those things are beautiful and
should be itinerary inclusions, but so should
participation in the Master Maserati
program in Italy throughout the year.
The courses are designed for all those
seeking an exclusive experience that will
teach drivers how to handle a Maserati like
a racing – or rally – pro in all situations,
while revelling in the pure adrenalin of an
Italian race track. Let’s face it, how often do
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mere mortals get to race hot laps at the
wheel of the GranTurismo Sport GT4 or as
a passenger in the MC12 Versione Corse
alongside four-time FIA GT1 world
champion Andrea Bertolini?
All Master Maserati driving courses
take place on the Varano de’ Melegari
circuit, 20 kilometres from Parma, Italy.
The courses are tailored for varying levels of
experience and take place under the expert
tuition of the best Maserati drivers.
Participants learn all the secrets of
performance driving and put their skills
at the wheel to the test.
All current Maserati models are used,
from the Quattroporte flagship to the
Ghibli luxury sedan, the Levante SUV and
the GranTurismo and GranCabrio sports
cars. Every car is equipped with a telemetry
system to allow participants to assess their
driving performance with the instructors
and understand how they can improve
their skills.
The 2019 season includes a selection of
programmes including Master on track
(subdivided into four courses, Practice,
Qualifying, Race and Championship);
Master off road (offering two courses,
Rally Shakedown and Rally Power Stage);
and Master Incentive, conceived for groups
and companies. Visit mastermaserati.com
for further information.

THE NEW WHITEHAVEN 6100 COUPÉ
INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE LUXURY ENTERTAINERS BOAT
The all new Whitehaven 6100 Coupe delivers affordable, luxury, single level entertaining and easy social flow for owners and guests.
From its layout through to its custom crafted finishes, this vessel brings together the very best of form and function.
Continuing the Whitehaven tradition of exceptional sea-keeping ability, its deep-V hull delivers a smooth and dry journey.
Along with the myriad of standard vessel inclusions and customisation options, the 6100 Coupé features a European inspired
extended roof, punctuated with tinted skylights, for a fully shaded cockpit. From its sensual roofline, through the saloon
and master cabin windows down to the recessed aft bollards and side deck cleats, every detail of this vessel has been
meticulously considered. Start ‘Your Journey’ with the stunning Whitehaven 6100 Coupé priced from $2.49M*.
The Euro Edition interior styling package is now available across the Whitehaven 6000 series – Flybridge, Coupe & Sunbridge.
Contact us today to book your personalised inspection on 1300 758 896.

wmy.com.au
*Price based on Coupé 6100. Euro Edition package additional.

news

a meeting
of minds
A GLIMPSE INTO EXCLUSIVE
MASERATI EVENTS, BOTH
LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY.
fashion cause

a royal touch
In the UK, where they talk horse power and
not kilowatts, Maserati came together with
British royalty at the Beaufort Polo Club for
the rematch between Team Maserati and
Team Dhamani 1969.
Playing in the match at the historic British
ground was a very special guest; HRH The
Duke of Cambridge who played on the
Maserati team alongside England
International star player, Malcolm Borwick,
as well as Bruce Merivale-Austin and Josh
Cork. His Royal Highness took part in the
game in aid of Centrepoint, of which The
Duke is Patron and in support of the Royal

Marsden Cancer Charity, of which The Duke
is President.
Victory was secured by Team Maserati,
whose powerful performance saw a final
score of 6 – 5 ½. After an impressive
showing, the Maserati Most Valuable Player
prize was presented to Karan Thapar. 2018
is the fifth year Maserati and its polo
apparel partner, La Martina, have hosted a
polo tour, with the UK match being the
second of three polo events on the
calendar. The 2018 season spans eight
months and visits some of the most
exclusive polo destinations in Europe.
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In September, Breast Cancer
Cure (BCC), New Zealand’s
only not-for-profit organisation
dedicated to funding scientific
research to find a breast cancer
cure, hosted its most acclaimed
fashion event in Auckland.
Held at Winger Maserati,
Fashion For A Cure was hosted
by television presenter and
BCC Ambassador, Jaquie
Brown, and showcased
collections by New Zealand’s
leading and local fashion
designers, including Zambesi,
Trelise Cooper, Moochi,
Carlson and Somekind.
A total of $84,000 was
raised, and all proceeds from
the night went directly towards
funding more scientific
research into finding a cure for
breast cancer.

history in
the making
Monaco’s biennial Grand Prix de Monaco
Historique kicked off in fine style earlier this
year as 180 classic vehicles gathered in the
tiny principality. Using the same closed
streets as the Formula 1 GP, the Historique
event offers a thoroughly different
atmosphere and experience.
The 180-strong field included no less
than 19 Maserati vehicles. All of which
earnt legendary status competing in earlier
years at the classic circuit. Among the
drivers were Julia De Baldanza, one of only
two female entrants in the competition.
Driving her 1952 A6GCM, Julia put on an
inspiring show against a fleet of spirited
Maserati 250F vehicles.
Anthony Sinopoli achieved a welldeserved third place, racing his rare
Maserati 6CM. The vehicle is one of only
13 that still remain from the original 27
produced. And taking out second place in
Race C was Maserati driver Ben Short in his
1956 Lister.
The popularity of the Grand Prix is
evident in the increasing visitor numbers
year on year. No more forgiving today than
60 years ago, the historic track continues to
offer participants and spectators alike a
spectacular trip back in time.

SAILING IN STYLE
Maserati Brisbane was also at
the heart of the Sanctuary Cove
International Boat Show this
year, exhibiting its range along
the famous boardwalks. Of
course, this exciting event is just
as much about the on-water as
the off-water activity, as boaties
turned to the Maserati vehicle
display to consider the Levante
performance available to tow a
multi-million dollar boat with an
Italian motoring masterpiece.
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dinner date
Earlier this year Barbagallo Maserati
in Perth played host to what has
fast become the social event of the
year in Western Australia, Dinner
Under the Stars. The dealership, in
its stylish new headquarters helped
raise $413,000 for the Perth
Children’s Hospital Foundation.
Although a centrepiece of the
action was the chance to bid on a
Maserati Levante S, the majority of
the fundraising saw bidding on
essential equipment for the hospital.
For example, $41,868 donated by
mining businessman Chris Ellison
saw the hospital gain equipment to
monitor seizures in new born
babies. The success of this event
means that Melissa Karlson and the
103 members of Be Giving have, in
just 18 months, raised more than $1
million for children’s health in WA.

news

fine factory

BOUTIQUE
CHAUFFEURED
STAYS
Emporium Hotel South Bank is taking
boutique luxury accommodation in Brisbane
to a new level, announcing a partnership
with Maserati Brisbane, where VIPs and
guests of the hotel’s premier suites can
enjoy complimentary inner-city transfer
services in a magnificent, chauffeured
Maserati Levante.
Maserati Brisbane, General Sales
Manager, Scott Newland, said, “This is the
first time Maserati has partnered with a
hotel in Australia and offered an in-house
Maserati transfer experience. For us,
Emporium was the perfect bespoke fit for
many reasons, but particularly for our

mutual passion of style, design and service
excellence. We are incredibly excited to
nurture this partnership into the future.”
Take advantage of this Emporium
Maserati Experience, exclusive to Maserati
customers. The offer includes overnight
accommodation in a River City King suite,
breakfast for two, welcome cocktails,
bespoke welcome gift and of course
transfers in the hotel’s Maserati Levante.
Cost $430 (retail value $800), book online
at emporiumhotels.com.au or phone 1800
346 835, quoting the code MASERATI.
Package subject to room availability, not
available during special event dates.

double take
The second half of this year sees the
opening of two new dealerships:
Gold Coast and Canberra. The
Maserati Gold Coast dealership is in
Southport, while Canberra’s
showroom (right) is in Phillip.
They look forward to welcoming
you to the Maserati family soon.
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On your next trip to Italy, consider
visiting the very place where your
Maserati was crafted. Discover the
birthplace of the Maserati legend, as
well as the pride, passion and skill
involved in creating the world’s most
famous sports cars.
The exclusive 90-minute tours of
the production facilities in Italy start of
with a presentation, featuring stories
and secrets from over 100 years of
Maserati history. Next, a guided walk
through the factory, where customers
can see each stage of the Maserati
assembly process, from the
sophisticated robotic lines, to the
expertly executed detailing by masters
of their craft.
After the tour, customers are also
welcome to view the Modena
showroom, where the gleaming cars
are displayed on a vast arching loop
designed by Ron Arad.
To request a tour, please contact
your local Maserati dealer.

news

the fashion pack
THE NEW GRANTURISMO CAPSULE COLLECTION
REINTERPRETS THE CONCEPT OF SPORTSWEAR.
Fusing the practicality of a sports
garment with the finest materials
and a refined aesthetic, this brand
new collection is crafted in Italy.
The men’s and women’s leather
jackets (above) are the hero pieces.
Made from soft calf leather, the
anthracite grey resembles the colour
of asphalt. The contrasting details and
zipped cuffs are complemented by

multifunctional pockets. Maserati
makes its mark with a GT patch on
the sleeve and a tachometer patch
applied on the inside.
Also in the collection is the elegant
“Car Pull” sweater, crafted from extra
fine Merino wool and featuring an
ingenious hidden zip pocket which
allows the jumper to fold on itself to
store it in the car.
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Add to this a classic white longsleeve polo shirt, suitable for every
day, crafted from a comfortable
cotton blend, a modern reinterpretation of the classic Boston
bag, in anthracite gray calf leather,
and an understated oval-shaped
keyring, and the capsule is complete.
Items available to purchase from
www.maseratistore.com

news
Nicola Tatasciore
accepting his award at an
awards ceremony at the
Sydney Opera House in
February 2018

sales
strength
AWARDED THE 2017
MASERATI SALES
EXECUTIVE OF THE
YEAR, NICOLA
TATASCIORE RECOUNTS
HIS JOURNEY, HIS
AMBITION AND HIS
FIRST EVER SALE.
Il Tridente: Do people think
you’ve got the dream job?
Nicola Tatasciore: Oh yes,
they always say, ‘You’ve got the
best job, you drive these amazing
cars,’ and yes I’m very lucky, but
there’s another side to it also. There
are long hours, the sacrifices, a lot of
events, you have to create your own
database, you have to be open to new
challenges. The car world is very
competitive, it’s hard sometimes to convert
people to purchase a car like Maserati,
because it’s such a unique brand, you need
to do more than just sell a car.
IT: What makes you a better sales executive
than anyone else?
NT: I don’t think I’m better, we’re all the
same. I am very determined, I come from
Italy, I am trying to create my own identity
here, I work very hard. My secret is easy,
be honest with people, do the right thing,
and every time someone comes in, it’s
about the way they feel after they’ve left.
They never forget how they felt after they
met you, that makes the difference
between a good and excellent salesman.
You talk about the car, but the car isn’t
everything. Once they trust you, it’s done.
IT: How did your Maserati journey begin?
NT: In Italy, I was involved with a fitness
club with my family, so I was actually doing

something very
different. When I
came to Australia,
in 2008, I was
offered a start in the
car industry. I started
from the bottom,
washing cars, in the service
department, and I worked my way
up from there. I knew I wasn’t going to be
washing cars for long, but when you start
from the bottom, and you work every day
with the technician and the mechanic, you
understand the dynamics of the business so
much better.
I progressed up, touching base with
customers, delivering their cars, then
spending some time on the showroom
floor, looking at what the salesmen were
doing. I liked it, I really loved it, actually.
I wanted to be the best one day.
IT: You’ve now moved into the role of
Maserati Sydney Sales Manager.
NT: It’s been a hard transition this year, not
because of the job, but because I’m trying
to change myself from someone that was
working for himself to sell more cars, to
someone who is trying to coach and teach
something new and offer advice to other
people. That’s been my new challenge,
a new phase of my life. I’ve never done that
before. When I come in to work now, I’m
focused on what I can do to give extra
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motivation to my team, what I can add as a
manager to do better for Maserati.
IT: Do you remember your first car sale?
NT: Actually I do. I remember two key
moments. The first was selling a classic
Maserati, made in 1970s. I worked so hard
to sell this car, it was on the showroom
floor for so long. I think the owner has still
got it, almost 10 years later.
And my first new car sale was a
GranTurismo, the sporty version, it was a
very expensive sale too, over $400,000.
I remember the customer very well, he
traded in a Porsche, he’d never had a
Maserati before. I was very excited about
that, it really boosted my confidence. It was
one of those moments when you think,
‘This job suits you. This is for you.’
IT: Do you drive a Maserati?
NT: Yes, a Maserati 3200 GT from 2002,
one of the last ones built. It’s very
temperamental, like an Italian. I also drive
the full Maserati range as part of my job!
IT: Do you remember what you did with
your first commission cheque?
NT: I go Italy and Europe quite often, so it
was probably a plane ticket. My customers
ask me more about their trips to Italy,
where to go, where to eat, than about their
Maserati, so we spend a lot of time talking
about these things!

SYDNEY
02 9906 3686

BRISBANE
07 3252 8488

MITTAGONG
02 4872 2585

sales@cotswoldfurniture.com.au - www.cotswoldfurniture.com.au

Rarely seen. Always heard

Sparkling from top to
toe, with the help of
Bulgari jewellery,
Italian icon Sophia
Loren in 1961, Cannes.
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centuries
of
style

BULGARI

ITALIANS HAVE A VERY
PARTICULAR SENSE OF
WHAT LIFE AND CULTURE
MEANS, NOT MERELY
GETTING THROUGH THE
WEEK BUT PARTICIPATING
IN A CIVIL AND ELEGANT
SOCIETY, ACCORDING TO
MARK CALDERWOOD.

IN THE 1960S, the whole world wanted to be
Italian. Italy was simply the place to be,
a land of historic cities and sun-drenched
lemon groves, high culture and fashion,
glamorous starlets in every café and luxury
yachts and cars high on the list. Even more so,
it was the Italian people who were envied not only for their innate sense of style, but also for
their unmistakable verve and carefree attitude to enjoying the good things in life. With
varying degrees of success, this was emulated the world over.
Their distinctive and sophisticated style had been in the Italians’ blood for hundreds of
years, shaped by their remarkable history. One of new ways of thinking the Renaissance
ushered in was an approach to living, leisure and luxury that became known as sprezzatura,
a kind of studied nonchalance. Coined by courtier Baldassar Castiglione in 1528, sprezzatura
could be seen in the small details of personal style and taste, how well one enjoys conversation
and company – but all done so casually it appears effortless, a perfect balance between
constraint and sophistication.
Professor Richard Blythe, formerly Dean of Architecture and Design at RMIT University
Melbourne, believes that Italians are much more than merely invested in such thinking, it’s a
cornerstone of their identity.
“To people who live surrounded by some of the greatest ever art, history and cultural
expression, in a country that thinks of the Renaissance as happening last week, this social
awareness is just part of their mental architecture,” he says.
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“Centuries later, it’s a mindset that still shapes consumer choices
and leisure activities. It keeps up a tradition of craftsmanship seen
nowhere else in the world and provides a gracious example to others
of how to indulge in it,” Blythe says.
This was certainly the case in the heady economic boom following
World War II, when Hollywood itself came calling – and stayed.
In the 1950s and ‘60s, American film-makers flocked to Rome,
touted as the most stylish city on earth, to work at the Cinecitta
Studios, ushering in the period that made Federico Fellini, Sophia
Loren and Marcello Mastroianni household names, and blazoned the
freewheeling La Dolce Vita – coined after Fellini’s eponymous film –
on the imagination of the world.
One of the hallmarks of this gilded age was the ubiquitous Vespa.
Although designed with pragmatic goals in mind, its enduring
impact has been one of style. Created by aeronautical engineer
Corradino d’Ascanio for aeronautics company Piaggio, the redesign
of the ungainly M6 prototype enclosed the engine, allowing the
scooter to have a step-through design and tall splashguard to protect
the rider. On seeing it, Enrico Paiggo exclaimed ‘Sembra una vespa!’
VESPA HAS BECOME AN
(‘It looks like a wasp!’) and in 1946, the Vespa went into production.
The Vespa’s appeal was near universal. It was smaller, cleaner and
EMBLEM OF VIVACIOUS
more comfortable than a motorcycle; it was affordable to run but
ITALIAN GLAMOUR AND
with enough zip for busy streets, making it popular with the urban
chic set. And its styling was as voluptuous and glamorous as a film
STYLE. TODAY, THE VESPA
star, with many seen riding them. In 1952, Audrey Hepburn and
IS REGARDED AS A
Gregory Peck riding through the Eternal City filming Roman Holiday
inspired over 100,000 sales. Vespa had become an emblem of
FASHION STATEMENT
vivacious Italian glamour and style, an association which has grown
WITH WHEELS.
stronger with time. Today, the Vespa is regarded as a fashion
statement with wheels.
Naturally, this age of silver screens
But it was in the 1960s that Bulgari shot to international fame, its lavish pieces worn by sirens
and superstars demanded another
such as Sophia Loren, Gina Lollobrigida and Elizabeth Taylor – one of its most famous being the
unmistakable signal of glamour:
diamond and deep green emerald necklace bought for Elizabeth Taylor by Richard Burton as a
jewellery. Founded in Rome in 1881,
wedding gift in 1964. A true treasure, when the necklace was sold by Christies in 2011, it fetched
Bulgari jewellery rose to fame in the
over US$6 million.
1930s with a clientele composed of
In 1962, Bulgari led an exhibition of jewellers in Paris to mark the founding of the Italian
European aristocracy and American
Institute of Culture. Where Paris reigned supreme, Bulgari was determined to inject a new life
magnates.
into jewellery design. The most obvious technique is Bulgari’s signature style of bold statement
jewels, that let creativity and colour take centre stage.
As well as eschewing the fussy establishment penchant for white gems, Bulgari’s coloured
stones represented a different kind of exclusivity, taste and skill. Bulgari’s Brand and Heritage
Curator Lucia Boscaini emphasises that their inimitable aesthetics and constant experimentation
is deeply entrenched in Italian artisan traditions, but also in a unique approach.
“Larger coloured stones are harder to source and require sophistication to design with them
and great skill to balance over an entire piece. Each is uniquely handcrafted and can take a year
or more to complete,” Boscaini explains.
“It’s this sophistication that takes luxury spending of this kind beyond simple display into
something much more complex,” says Dr Paul Harrison, Professor of Marketing and Consumer
Behaviour at Deakin University. “When you ask Italians about luxury goods, they talk about
them in terms of buying a piece of heritage. They see it as investing in something that has
a story woven with Italy itself, that comes from a long tradition of fine craftsmanship, and has
had care, skill and love put into every detail, be they butter-soft shoes or the equally finecrafted upholstery in a Maserati GranTurismo. It’s not simply buying from a company,
it’s owning part of the story,” he says.
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TOURISM VICTORIA

In 1952, Audrey Hepburn
and Gregory Peck riding
through the Eternal City filming
Roman Holiday inspired over
100,000 sales of the chic, zippy,
ubiquitously Italian Vespa.
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TOURISM VICTORIA; BULGARI

THIS PAGE: Pellegrini’s Bar in
Melbourne is an institution,
a slice of Italy right here at
home. OPPOSITE PAGE:
Bulgari’s new high jewellery
collection is called Wild Pop,
and shows the beauty of large
coloured gemstones.
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Harrison says that aside from exerting considerable sensory
fascination, the subconscious allure of luxury goods is what they
represent. “They not only reinforce those beliefs about history and
heritage, but represent a very basic human instinct: a desire to
belong, to be seen as successful and desirable, and to communicate
that to others.
“Of course, this contributes to sense of self in more complex and
intangible ways – the concept of wealth becomes more abstract,
seen for what it can do and the enjoyment it can give, what it
projects about oneself – and how it feeds into self-regard, as the
narrative of heritage that is projected to the world and elevates the
individual.”Harrison elaborates that sense of deliberate control over
one’s spending habits underpins Italian luxury consumption.
“It shows a command of the signals it sends,” he says. “Italians
are very comfortable with that degree of self-awareness – after all,
they’ve been doing it for centuries. And being less influenced by
Protestant mores around wealth, they are
fully able to project their social credentials
and personal sophistication.”
Richard Blythe agrees the same
approach informs their habit of integrating
leisure, socialisation, and old-fashioned
seeing and being seen with the work day.
“Italians have a very particular sense of
what life and culture means: not merely
getting through the week, but participating
in a civil and elegant society, even in such
a small way as chatting over coffee,” says
Blythe, a habit at the heart of that most
beloved of Italian institutions, and arguably
Italy’s greatest contribution to Australia,
the café.
There were Paris-style ‘coffee palaces’ in
Melbourne as early as the 1870s, as the
Temperance Movement protested the anti-

ITALIANS ARE VERY
COMFORTABLE
WITH THAT DEGREE
OF SELF-AWARENESS
– THEY’VE BEEN
DOING IT FOR
CENTURIES.

social nature of the demon drink. The first
espresso machine was invented by Angelo
Moriondo of Turin in 1884; Luigi Bezzera
then patented improvements in 1901. The
first espresso in Australia came to roost in
Melbourne’s Café Florentino in the 1930s, in
time to meet the influx of Italian migrants.
Achille Gaggia came to the rescue with
the first modern steamless espresso machine in 1938. Unlike earlier models, Gaggia’s machine
forced water to flow at pressure over the coffee grounds, resulting in a thick, rich crema that
is the hallmark of espresso. The first Gaggia machine was patented in 1947, and in May 1954
the first import licence was granted to Peter Bancroft and his father, who opened Il Cappuccino
in St Kilda. Police were called in to marshal the unruly crowds.
Today most cafés offer substantial food and even wine as well as coffee and sweets,
reflecting a trend towards less formal dining, which has co-incidentally driven trends for
gentrification in urban areas, and enlivened commercial precincts in countless suburbs.
Granted, this new breed of café has diverged from its Italian forebears: few Australians knock
back a quick espresso al banco, standing at the bar, but in common with southern Italians,
will order and imbibe at the table, il tavolo, to soak up the décor and warm climate, greet
acquaintances or simply watch the passing parade.
But while Australians have a reputation for coffee snobbery and in some cases, zealotry,
Blyth insists that beneath the differences the Italian experience remains unchanged. “It’s the
same appreciation of the architecture and art on the walls, the same pleasure of slipping on
the new shoes, the feeling that enriches a hard week, the same social experience that
unconsciously reassures us we belong,” he says. “And although the world might be constantly
digitally connected, that sense of personal connection is more important than ever.” •
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Native
italians
ITALY AND ITS
OFFSHORE ISLANDS
NOW OFFER MORE
THAN 2,000 NATIVE
GRAPE VARIETIES IN
A BID FOR US TO
EXPERIENCE NEW
ADVENTURES IN
WINE. JENI PORT
TAKES US ON A
TASTING JOURNEY.

OPPOSITE PAGE:
Winemaker Giuseppe
Vaira is returning to
celebrating the native
Italian wine varieties
and regional styles.
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G

iuseppe Vaira remembers his mixed feelings as
a young man when he had to make a choice
between careers – either medicine or
winemaking. His father, Aldo, had broken away
from family tradition to become a winemaker in
Piedmont under his own label, G.D. Vajra, and
Giuseppe found himself attracted to the life.
“I asked my father, ‘What is our social purpose?’” he remembers,
as he toyed with the idea of getting his hands dirty in the family
vineyards that lie west of the town of Barolo. “You won’t save lives,”
replied his father, “but where would we be without beauty?”
The next morning, instead of heading to enrol in medical college
as planned, Giuseppe made his way to the agrarian academy and
signed up for the winemaking course. He is of a younger generation
of Italian wine producers once again looking to “the beauty” of their
surroundings and rejoicing in their winemaking heritage, returning
to and celebrating native Italian grape varieties and regional styles.
The national obsession with international grapes such as Cabernet
Sauvignon and Chardonnay has gone off the boil as makers – and
drinkers – return to tastes that cannot come from anywhere else but
Italian soil. “It’s not that we don’t like Chardonnay,” says Vaira, “but it’s
like the music from the 1980s – sometimes it’s great, but not every day.”
And there’s plenty of choice. There are some 2,000 native Italian
grape varieties.

HAIL THE ITALIANS

LORENZO MARCINNO

The biggest name in Italian wine around the world right now is
Prosecco, a lightly spritzy bubbly that is generally lower in alcohol
than most sparklings (around 11 per cent) and tends to be less acidic.
The Prosecco grape hails from the Veneto region and two very
distinct terrains. The hills of Valdobbiadene are high, cool and
steep, producing wines that are fine and elegant, while
the warmth of Conegliano makes for a rounder,
fruitier Prosecco style.
Top imports: Le Vigne di Alice, Ca’ dei Zago,
Bellussi.
In 2014, the vineyards of Barolo and
Barbaresco in Piedmont were granted UNESCO
World Heritage status. Acknowledged as some
of the best grape growing land dating back to
the Roman Empire, Piedmont’s enduring fame is
based largely on one grape, Nebbiolo. Blessed with
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one of the most alluring fragrances of any grape, it’s at once high in
aromatics – violets and roses predominantly – but also encompasses
the soil (truffle, fungus) and the spice rack (aniseed). With age,
it moves into tar, hence its famous “Tar & Roses” sobriquet. It ages a
treat, too, courtesy of good acidity and high tannins.
Top imports: Luciano Sandrone, G.D. Vajra, Prunotto.
Generational change has brought modern viticultural and
winemaking practices to Puglia and raised the profile of its two
principal grapes: Primitivo and Negroamaro. Old vines – up to 70
years and more – still thrive, producing some extraordinarily complex
flavours and fruit intensity. Expect powerful, full-blooded reds,
generous in sweet fruit and leathery, savoury overtones. Negroamaro
is the crowd-pleaser noted for its round, textural appeal and soft
plummy flavours.
Top imports: Torrevento, Palama.
On the islands of Sardinia and Sicily, there is an ongoing tussle
between makers promoting international grape varieties and those
who regard indigenous grapes as sacred. And none is more sacred
than Nero d’Avola, the most planted variety on Sicily and a grape
which perfectly reflects its environment. It thrives in hot, dry
conditions, retaining intense deep colour, bold flavours of red cherry,
blackberries and prunes with generous savouriness.
On Sardinia, two varieties rule: the white grape Vermentino and
reds Carignan and Cannonau (Grenache). The wines fulfil our
expectations of laid-back Southern Italians.
Top imports: Santadi, Antonio Argiolas (Sardinia), Pietradolce,
Donnafugata (Sicily).
Vin Santo – “holy wine” – is a sweet Tuscan speciality. The
distinctive maderised nuttiness, the dried fruit peel tang and
kiss of pleasant sweetness that is its essence makes it a
national treasure. To make the wine you first have to
dry your grapes – usually white grapes Trebbiano
and Malvasia – on racks or hang them from rafters
to concentrate the grapes’ sugars before a long
fermentation. Patience is then required for the
next maturation phase which takes place in barrel
– maybe two years and up to six. The Italians aren’t
fussed over how long it takes. Could this wine come
from anywhere else?
Top imports: Castellani, Frescobaldi, Il Palazzo.
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Where to go for those in the know: our picks of the finest Italian restaurant wine lists

MELBOURNE
Masani Bistro and Restaurant
Starting with a thorough grounding in the serious
sparklings of Franciacorta and new releases of
Prosecco, the Masani winelist reveals its inner
Italian with an engaging selection of native grapes
from Piedmont’s Cortese and Sardinia’s
Vermentino through to the Veneto’s Valpolicella.
313 Drummond Street, Carlton VIC 3053
+61 3 9347 5610
www.masani.com.au

CANBERRA
Mezzalira Ristorante
A Canberra favourite since 1996, Mezzalira, in the
heart of the city, looks not just to Italian producers
strong on tradition but introduces a young
generation of winemakers shaking things up.
Italy’s lead in biodynamic and organic winemaking
is also celebrated on this exciting list.
55 London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2601
+ 61 2 6230 0025
www.mezzalira.com.au
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SYDNEY
Aqua Dining
Italian wine lovers will head straight to the
Premium Wine By The Glass section on this
list and savour the fabulous Italian wines on
offer. It’s an eclectic bunch of tastes from
stars-on-the-rise to super premium makers.
And then it’s onto the main listing,
delivered Italian region by region.
Northcliff Street & Paul Street,
Milsons Point NSW 2061
+61 2 9964 9998
www.aquadining.com.au

BRISBANE
Otto Ristorante
With Brisbane’s Story Bridge outside the
window, start with an Italian-style spritz
(there are six) or a Sicilian Daiquiri and relax.
There’s a lot of good wines to get through
on this fab listing.

MY LITTLE TRIBE PHOTOGRAPHY, NIKKI TO

4/480 Queen Street, Brisbane QLD 4000
+ 61 7 3835 2888
www.ottoristorante.com.au/brisbane

NEW ZEALAND
Amano
This is how to collate an Italian wine
collection with well-aged examples of
classic wines and winemakers – Gaja, Isole e
Olena, Ornellaia, Prunotto – presented
alongside some younger and fresher wines
by the glass. Amano is a rare find.
66-68 Tyler Street, Britomart,
Auckland 1010 New Zealand
+64 9 394 1416
www.amano.nz
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TOP DROPS
Three reds and three whites to experience the best of Italian wine, at home

Ca’ Dei Zago
Prosecco Col
Fondo 2015,
$37

Luciano
Sandrone 2012
Barolo Le Vigne,
$235

Palama 2013
Primitivo
Metiusco,
$44

A sparkling where
the sediment is
retained in the bottle
to bring added
flavour.
Pear, citrus, dry,
textural.

A wine that pays
homage to
traditional, blended
Barolo with Nebbiolo
fruit from four
communes.
High aromatics,
pretty red fruits,
pepper, mint.

A blend of Puglia’s
signature grapes
– Negroamaro,
Malvasia Nera,
Primitivo.
Ripe plums,
bitter chocolate,
full-bodied.

Donnafugata
2007 Contessa
Entellina ‘Mille e
Una Notte’,
$150
A compelling 100%
Nero d’Avola from a
top Sicilian producer.
Red fruits, spice,
wild herbs,
aromatics, generous.

Castellani Solo
Arte Vino
Dei Santi,
$17 (500mls)
A non-vintage Vin
Santo made for
enjoying with
Cantucci Toscani.
Honey, candied
fruits, spice, viscous.

SHAPED TO SAVOUR
Riedel’s varietal-specific range makes Italian wine sing

FAR LEFT: Fatto A Mano Old
World Syrah in yellow, ideal
for Nero d’Avola
LEFT: O series tumbler
for Pinot/Nebbiolo
ABOVE: Extreme Rosé
Champagne/Rosé Wine,
just made for Prosecco
RIGHT: Superleggero for
Hermitage/Syrah, perfect
for Sangiovese and Barbera
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Benanti 2015
Etna Bianco,
$52
Wines off volcanic
soils offer something
different in taste as
this Sicilian white
wine made from the
Carricante grape
variety grown on
Mt Etna will reveal.
Fine-boned, citrus
fruits, dusty, mineral.

Experience the Ribco Revolution at the Sydney International Boat Show, 2nd - 6th August 2018
Ribco •• Suite
Suite O, 2 Maritime Court
Ribco
Sydney Superyacht
Superyacht Marina, Rozelle, NSW, 2039
Sydney
Tel: (+61)
(+61) 439
439 766 880 • Email : sales@ribcomarine.com.au
Tel:

www.ribcomarine.com.au
www.ribcomarine.com.au

TASTES
of
THE
coast
FROM MOUNTAINS TO THE SEA,
ITALY’S ADRIATIC REGION
PROVIDES CULINARY INSPIRATION
TO LAST A LIFETIME. IN HER NEW
BOOK ADRIATICO, FOOD WRITER
PAOLA BACCHIA DISCOVERS NOT
ONLY THE ROOTS OF HER OWN
FAMILY HERITAGE, BUT STORIES
AND RECIPES TO RECREATE
A GOURMET ESCAPE AT HOME.
Photography by PAOLA BACCHIA

THIS PAGE: There is no
mistaking the colours of
the Adriatic Coast.
OPPOSITE PAGE: Few
nations do effortless
al fresco like Italy.
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T

he Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea runs from the heel
of the boot-shaped peninsula at the Ionian Sea to the
northern waters of the Gulf of Trieste, before it loops
around to Slovenia and Croatia. State route SS16 is
called the Adriatica and it skirts much of the coast.
If you follow it northwards from its most southern
point, where groves of olive trees twist their roots
into the undulating red earth, you will see a changing landscape.
The ingredients used in different areas along the coast echo what
is readily available, influenced by the climate and terrain. There are
places along the Adriatic coast where the mountains touch the sea,
resulting in a happy marriage of
ingredients that are not commonly
THE ADRIATIC IS A WEDGE
associated with each other:
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
mushrooms and clams, silverbeet
and squid, and potatoes and
SEA AND THE CATCH OF
mussels. In the south, dishes are
FISH AND SEAFOOD IS
primarily vegetarian (except for
feast days), perhaps flavoured with
CONSISTENT ALONG ITS
salted anchovies, and pasta is
SHORES: SARDINES,
mostly made without eggs.
While there are many differences
ANCHOVIES, SQUID,
along the length of the coast, there
SHRIMPS, MUSSELS AND
are many similarities, too. The
Adriatic is a wedge of the
SOLE CAN BE FOUND IN
Mediterranean Sea and the catch of
MOST FISHING PORTS.
fish and seafood is consistent along
its shores; sardines, anchovies,
squid, shrimps, mussels and sole can be found in most fishing ports,
from north to south. You are likely to find fish stew on menus all
along the coast, with notable differences in ingredients, cooking
methods and accompaniments. The depth and diversity in the food
eaten along the Adriatic coast are not just about regional differences;
they can be narrowed down to provinces, towns and even families.

THE THRILL OF VENICE
With its exquisite palazzi, narrow canals and endless steps and
bridges, the island of Venice never stops being thrilling, no matter
how often you visit. Tens of thousands of people visit by day –
meaning you are often jostling among them to visit the larger piazzas
and churches and to stroll down the most popular ‘calle’ – only to
leave it empty and quiet by night. Some locals have moved out to live
in the surrounding areas or on the smaller islands, blaming the high
cost of living and the high tides that frequently flood the lower levels
of buildings. But to my visitor’s eye it is beautiful, and a day or two
spent there in the company of local resident and friend Enrica Rocca
offered a journey through the glorious banquet days of the former
republic as well as an insight into the everyday life of the Venetians.
Enrica runs a cooking school and food is her passion. I bumped
into her quite by chance last spring, sunning herself at an outdoor
café in Dorsoduro. Between sips of espresso she asked me if I wanted
to see the market gardens on the islands. I immediately scrapped my
other plans, because I knew that nothing would beat a day of islandhopping with Enrica.

ABOVE: Food writer
Paola Bacchia wanted
to capture the
essence of the
Adriatic Coast.
OPPOSITE: The
picturesque lagoon
of Italy’s Venice.
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THIS PAGE: Oven-baked
scallops make a perfect
starter, marrying the
texture of plump
scallops with the tangy
lemon dressing.
OPPOSITE PAGE:
Weaving canals of
Venice provide function
as well as surprise at
every turn.

ENRICA COOKED US A
VENETIAN FEAST IN HER
APARTMENT: PEAS AND
PANCETTA, ASPARAGUS
SALAD, GREEN BEANS AND
EGGS, BABY CUTTLEFISH
AND CAPSICUM, AND A
STUFFED GUINEA FOWL,
ACCOMPANIED BY HER
OWN BRAND OF PROSECCO.
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We caught a ferry to Punta Sabbioni and hired bicycles, Enrica’s
tiny dog Soia sitting happily in the basket at the front of hers.
We rode along the flat roads that weave their way along the canals,
eventually arriving at a couple of old farmhouses with large vegetable
gardens. We walked around, down rows of artichokes and zucchini
(courgettes) in the lee of hot houses of ripening tomatoes, past noisy
chicken pens, and along fields of browning stems of garlic, soon to
be picked. We stopped in a trattoria and ate ‘botoi’ (a type of baby
artichoke) and ‘moeche’ (baby soft-shell crabs, stuffed with eggs and
deep-fried), enjoying the seasonal tastes of Venetian spring cuisine.
A bit later Livio, a friend of Enrica’s called, offering us a ride back
to Venice on his boat. After stopping on the island of Sant’Erasmo to
buy some freshly picked green beans, we sailed into Venice, jostling
for water space on the Grand Canal with gondolas, ferries and water
taxis while Soia barked enthusiastically at the waves they made.
That night Enrica cooked us a Venetian feast in her elegant
Dorsoduro apartment: peas and pancetta, asparagus salad, green
beans and eggs, baby cuttlefish and capsicum, and a stuffed guinea
fowl, served with her own brand of prosecco. As I made my way
back to my accommodation later that night I felt truly fortunate.
I had eaten a delectable feast cooked by a local, using the freshest of
ingredients, and now I was walking through the empty streets of this
magnificent city, dim lights illuminating narrow bridges on the same
path that millions of people have walked along through the ages.

OVEN-BAKED SCALLOPS
Capesante gratinate

SERVES 4 AS A STARTER
36 small or 24 large scallops,
ideally with the orange roe attached
12 scallop shells
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
3-4 tablespoons finely chopped flat-leaf parsley
35 g (1∕3 cup) dried breadcrumbs
50 g butter, at room temperature
finely grated zest of 1 lemon
sea salt

This recipe is the easiest way to prepare plump, tender scallops though
I often add a few extra toppings, such as finely chopped garlic, flat-leaf
parsley and lemon zest, as a final touch. It seems stingy to have only one
scallop per shell, especially if they are small, so I pile two or three on each
fan-shaped shell. Afterwards I wash the shells, ready for next time
I make the dish. Here in Australia, canestrelli are not available so
I substitute regular scallops. Remember that over-cooking scallops will
make them tough and tasteless so be sure to use a timer.

CABBAGE RISOTTO
Risi e verza

Preheat the oven to 220°C. Line a large baking tray with baking
paper. Wash the scallops and shells and pat dry. Arrange three small
or two large scallops on each of the shells.
Mix together the garlic, parsley and breadcrumbs in a small bowl.
Sprinkle the mixture over the scallops, then top evenly with butter.
Place them on the prepared tray and bake for 10 minutes until just
firm and the breadcrumb topping is golden. Scatter on the lemon
zest and sea salt to taste and serve immediately.
AUTHOR’S NOTE: You will often see ‘canestrelli’ (queen scallops) in fish
markets or restaurants on the islands of the Venetian Lagoon. They
might look like miniature versions of regular scallops but they are actually
a different variety, with a flat colourful fan-shaped shell. Sweet, delicate
and so pretty, they are very popular in the northern Adriatic.
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SERVES 4
750 ml (3 cups) chicken stock, preferably homemade
2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
30 g unsalted butter
½ brown onion, finely diced
½ cabbage, thick spines removed, thinly sliced
1 clove garlic, peeled, bruised and left whole
200 g (1 cup) carnaroli, vialone nano or arborio rice
sea salt and ground white pepper
50 g parmesan, grated, plus extra to serve
Pour the stock into a saucepan and bring to the boil. Reduce the heat
and keep it simmering.
Heat the olive oil and butter in a large heavy-based saucepan over
medium to low heat until the butter has melted. Add the onion, then
reduce the heat to low and sauté for about 7 minutes until soft and
translucent. Add the cabbage and garlic clove and stir well, then add
about 125 ml (½ cup) of the hot stock. Cover and cook for about
20 minutes until the cabbage has softened, stirring occasionally so
the cabbage doesn’t stick to the base.
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THIS PAGE: The humble
cabbage gets star billing
in this risotto.
OPPOSITE PAGE: Every
Italian nonna has a
recipe for an apple cake.
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Add the rice to the pan and stir so the rice warms through and is
coated with the buttery cabbage. Add a ladleful of hot stock and stir
well, allowing the rice to absorb the liquid. When all the liquid has
been absorbed, add another ladle of stock and continue cooking the
rice as described – you want to keep it quite soupy. Continue cooking
for about 20 minutes, adding stock as needed (or boiling water if you
run out of stock) until the rice is cooked but still has a bit of bite.
Remove the pan from the heat, add salt and pepper to taste, and
remove the garlic clove (if you can find it!).
Stir in the parmesan, then cover and let the risotto rest for a few
minutes. Serve on warmed plates, with extra parmesan on the side.
AUTHOR’S NOTE: Rice was introduced into Italian cooking from the
East, probably arriving in northern Italy via Venice. It is a staple in the
regions of Piedmont and Lombardy and widely used in the Veneto.
Around the Venetian lagoons, simple dishes such as ‘risi e bisi’ (rice and
peas) abound in spring. Somewhere between a soup and a risotto, it is
traditionally made ‘all’onda’, meaning it is ‘wavy’ or ‘runny’, much like
the waves on the sea (or on the lagoon when boats pass). A similar dish
eaten in autumn is ‘risi e verza’ (rice and cabbage). Surprisingly sweet
and velvety, the addition of butter and salty parmesan at the end of
cooking produces a soupy risotto that is well balanced and delicious. You
can use vegetable stock to make this dish vegetarian, but I like the depth
of flavour you get from using homemade chicken stock. I generally use
everyday green cabbage, but feel free to experiment with other varieties.

VENETIAN APPLE CAKE
Torta di mele

SERVES 10-12
4 tart apples
juice of 1 small lemon
3 eggs
150 g caster sugar, plus 2 teaspoons extra
150 g plain flour
30 g cornflour
1 scant teaspoon baking powder
pinch of salt
80 g unsalted butter, softened
1 teaspoon vanilla essence
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Preheat the oven to 180°C. Line the base and side of a 23 cm cake
tin with a removable base. Peel and core the apples and cut them
into quarters, then cut each quarter into four or five slices, depending
on how big the apple is. Place in a bowl, add the lemon juice and toss
so the slices are coated (this will help stop them going brown).
Set aside while you prepare the batter.
Beat the eggs and sugar with an electric mixer until the mixture is
pale and fluffy. Place the flours, baking powder and salt in a bowl
and whisk briefly.
Fold the dry ingredients into the egg mixture until well
incorporated, add the butter and vanilla and fold until well combined.

Divide the apple slices into two portions: one of about 250 g and
the other of about 150 g. Cut the larger portion of apple slices in
half, then fold them into the batter, including any juice from the
bowl. Leave the remaining 150 g apple slices uncut and set aside.
Spoon the batter into the prepared tin and smooth the surface.
Arrange the remaining apple slices in a circular pattern on top of the
cake, pressing them down gently so they partially sink into the batter.
Sprinkle the top with the cinnamon and the extra sugar.
Bake for 50 minutes or until the top of the cake is golden and
a skewer inserted in the middle comes out clean. Serve warm or at
room temperature.
AUTHOR’S NOTE: Most families on the islands in the lagoon have a
recipe for apple cake their nonna or grandmother used to make – simple
recipes that can be whipped up in a short time, using pantry ingredients
and apples. I generally use tart apples when making cakes as I find the
tartness balances all the sugar you add. Granny Smiths are my favourites,
though Fuji or Pink Lady will also do. The addition of cinnamon to the
top of the cake is a personal thing – my mother would never have
dreamed of using it on her apple cakes as my father had an aversion to
it. He used to say in half-Italian half-English ‘non usar quella bloody
cannella’ (‘Don’t use that bloody cinnamon’), where ‘bloody’ was
pronounced more like ‘blah-di’. I leave the decision entirely up to you. •
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Adriatico: Stories and
recipes from Italy’s
Adriatic Coast
by Paola Bacchia
Smith Street Books
AU$ 55, NZ$ 65
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When luxury has no limits

glories
of
italy

OPPOSITE PAGE:
Perfectly at home,
Maserati Quattroporte
in Modena, Italy.

YOU’VE HEARD IT all before, I’m sure. How
the sunlight is just that little bit different in Italy,
somehow touching down both softer and
warmer than the nuclear-blast harshness we’ve
grown accustomed to in Australia.
Or how the food – my God, the food – simply
tastes better; the country’s volcanic soil
imparting a unique richness to the fruits and
vegetables that are then so skilfully transformed into your bowl of
pasta or hearty Tuscan soup.
It’s all true, of course. Italy really is so frustratingly fortunate. From
its grand piazzas and perfectly preserved towns, to the endless
patchwork-green hills of Tuscany and the jagged Sicilian shoreline
that disappears into shimmering emerald water, it’s little wonder
Europe’s most beautiful boot attracts more than 52 million visitors
every year. Given Italy is home to a population of 60 million, it’s an
impressive number.
And I can now safely add yet another item to that ever-growing
list of things that are just somehow better in Italy. I can happily report
that the thrum of a hard-charging Maserati V8 engine sounds even
thicker, throatier and more intoxicating when it’s bouncing off the
ancient walls of one of Italy’s medieval towns.
It sounds pretty wonderful in Australia too, of course. And any
time you’re behind the wheel of a V8-powered Maserati you find
yourself subconsciously steering into tunnels and underground car
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DRIVING THROUGH
MEDIEVAL TOWNS IN
THE MODERN THRUST
OF ITALIAN PRESTIGE,
ANDREW CHESTERTON
SURRENDERED.

~ drive ~
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parks, just to hear that glorious noise amplified. But there’s something
even more orchestral about it when you experience it in its most
natural environment.
As we find ourselves criss-crossing Italy’s stunning north, there
are a whole lot of ancient walls along the way. We’re here to meet
the master craftsmen and women who work alongside Maserati, on
a route that will carry us from the motoring mecca of Modena to the
lofty peaks of the Biellese Alps in Piemonte, before finally arriving at
the gently lapping shores of the impossibly beautiful Lake Iseo.
Our itinerary reads like a who’s who of Italian fashion and design.
Long-time Maserati collaborator Riva (famed makers of the world’s
most beautiful speedboats) is on the list, for example, along with a
trip to the 100-year-old-plus wool mill that’s still used today by
fashion giant Ermenegildo Zegna.
But first, that wonderful soundtrack. It shouldn’t come as any real
surprise that our Maserati sounds quite so good. After all, no country
has such a striking history of producing so much incredible music as
Italy. And as if to prove it, our very first stop in Modena is a tour of
Luciano Pavarotti’s sprawling and palatial former home.
Perfectly preserved, the country home where “The Maestro” lived
out his final days is less a cold and clinical museum and more a joyfilled celebration of the music he created throughout his career.
His duets with singers Elton John, Mariah Carey and Celine Dion
play on loop as you wander through room after room dedicated to
his awards and achievements, his framed performance suits and
those iconic handkerchiefs, and a den overflowing with his own
hand-painted artworks.
It can’t be a coincidence, then, that Pavarotti was a noted Maserati
ambassador and proud owner of three consecutive Quattroporte
models, because the sound that emerges from the Maserati’s exhaust
pipes is its own kind of beautiful music.
This twisty kind of road could have
It’s at its very best at its very loudest and
PAVAROTTI WAS A NOTED
been built by Maserati with this exact car
that arrives far away from the flat surrounds
MASERATI AMBASSADOR
in mind; the Quattroporte’s exhaust
of Modena, as we’re thundering along a
happily barking away, every quick geartight and winding 26km stretch of bitumen
AND A PROUD OWNER OF
shift announced by its own thunderclap,
bliss that that strangles one of Italy’s
THREE QUATTROPORTES
each downshift followed by a delightful
towering mountains like octopus tentacles.
burble, and that potent twinIt’s here, with the Quattroporte GTS’s
turbocharged V8 continuing its thick flow of power to the rear tyres.
angriest Sport settings engaged, that the Maserati’s muscular
The stunning, sinuous road linking the town of Trivero and the ski
performance sedan suddenly and completely shifts its character.
resort of Bielmonte, is called the Panoramica Zegna, and was inspired
Gone is the plush grand tourer that so quickly and quietly collected
and funded by Ermenegildo Zegna himself.
kilometres on the motorway: in its place is a raging sports car that
Trivero is still home to Zegna’s major Italian factory – a suburbfeels so lightweight and nimble that you forget you’re driving
sized collection of buildings that have been churning out Italy’s most
something with four doors and a spacious, sumptuous back seat.

~ drive ~

THE TOWN THAT SILK BUILT

I

t might look as if most ancient houses in the tiny
Italian town of Trivero have been constructed from
traditional materials like wood and stone, but if
you dig a little deeper, you’ll find the entire community
has actually been shaped by wool and silk.
When Ermenegildo Zegna first shifted his family’s
then tiny wool mill to the base of the Biellese Alps in
1910, he quickly decided to invest not just in the
business, but in the livelihoods of his workers.
By 1932, he had funded and built a community
meeting hall, library, gym, cinema and public
swimming pool for his workers. And over the next
five years he finished work on a new medical centre
and school.
Still not satisfied, he settled on the idea that
improving the surroundings would also raise the
morale of his workers, and so he began work on the
beautiful Panoramica Zegna road and the 100-squarekilometre conservation park now known as Oasi Zegna,
including the planting of more than 500,000 trees to
reforest the otherwise barren mountains that
surrounded his hand-built community.
“He had an
exceptionally open
mind, especially
regarding the social
welfare of the
territory and
redistribution of value
to workers,” says his
son, Angelo Zegna.
“And there was this
fundamentally
important relationship
with nature, his
awareness that natural
resources are limited
and that we must
protect them. He was
an ecologist long
before the term even
existed.” AC

TOP LEFT: The Maserati range awaits us at
the brand’s flagship Italian dealership.
ABOVE: The L’Albereta Relais & Châteaux in
Erbusco is at one with the greenery of its
grounds. BELOW: Zegna has used the same wool
production facility for more than 100 years.

well-known fabrics since 1910. You can
tour the vast factory floor, and many do,
strolling past the huge and ancient-looking
machinery that is tasked with washing,
drying or dying fabric, transforming giant
tubs of greasy-to-the-touch, off-white wool
into shiny strands each no thicker than a
human hair, so thin they seem to vanish in
your hands.
We’re here because Zegna produces the
silk that graces the interior of most Maserati
models – the only company that uses such a
luxurious fabric in its cars. The wondrous
road that leads to the factory, then, is just a
happy coincidence. The high alpine road, or
more
specifically,
the
100-squarekilometres that surround it, was the culmination of Ermenegildo’s
“green dream”, a huge and publicly accessible nature park now
called the Oasi Zegna that clings to the side of the Biellese Alps, and
is home to a ski resort, restaurants, hiking and biking trails.
Incredibly, the mountains here were once barren, windswept and
freezing, but a mammoth reforestation effort led by Ermenegildo in
the 1930s transformed the area completely, with more than 500,000
conifer trees now dotting the landscape.
All too soon, the Parnoramica Zegna is behind us (and sooner still
in a V8-powered performance sedan), and we plummet from the
mountain top to rejoin Italy’s regular road network as we cross vast
and verdant fields of green en route to one of Italy’s most secret
stays: the L’Albereta Relais & Châteaux in Erbusco.
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At least it was a secret. The L’Albereta, vine-covered and glorious,
also happens to be the hotel that tennis ace Serena Williams opted to
stay in during her much-publicised private jet trip to Italy in July
because she suddenly “felt like Italian food”.

Hers was the finest suite, of course, a truly lavish space with a
huge retractable roof panel above the bed, allowing Serena an
unrestricted view of the sky where she “looked at the stars all night”.
Even for those who don’t arrive by private jet, the L’Albereta is one of
Italy’s finest finds.
But first, we have one final stop to make on this whirlwind tour of
arts by Italy’s finest craftsmen and women.
And if the L’Albereta is exclusive, the fine work done by Riva is
something else entirely. You’ll have heard of Riva, of course (or seen
action heroes like Indiana Jones or James Bond pilot one of their

speedboats in countless blockbuster movies); those iconic woodenhulled beauties so often seen docked along the French Riviera.
Riva’s home is Lake Iseo, the smallest of the four major lakes of
Lombardy, a 25km-long beauty (though unfortunately shaped like
the Grim Reaper’s scythe) that is ringed by deep green forests and
impossibly perfect lakeside villages.
The company has been building boats here since 1842, working
out of a looming curved glass-walled office that rises above the lake,
a little ironically like a Bond villain’s lair. And so we discover one more
thing that is somehow better in Italy. Skipping across the lake in one
of Riva’s stunning, handcrafted boats is an experience you never
want to end.
But then, climbing back into the Quattroporte to seek out the
lavish comforts of the L’Albereta is not without its charms, either. •

I

t’s no real secret that product placements are big business in
the high-flying world of Hollywood blockbusters, with all
sorts of companies paying mega-bucks to see their products
play either a subtle or conspicuous role on the big screen.
It’s likely that Reese’s Pieces are actually no better than
M&M’s when it comes to luring a home-phoning alien back to
your house, for example, but the Hershey Company won that
bidding war (which peaked somewhere around US$1 million, as
rumour has it). And so Mars, which was actually director Steven
Spielberg’s first choice, missed out: it was Reese’s Pieces that
appeared in E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial, with sales
booming some 65 per cent in the weeks after
the film’s release.
Or take Heineken, said to have
shelled out an incredible US$45
million to persuade James Bond
in Quantum of Solace to ditch
his (shaken, not stirred)
martinis and instead sip one
of the beer giant’s brews.
Any time you notice a
product being used in a
movie you can pretty
much guarantee that
somebody, somewhere
has paid for it to be there.
In fact, some US$5 billion
was spent on product
placements in television
shows and movies in 2015 alone.

All of which makes rather incredible the fact that Riva has
never paid a cent to place its products in any of the 20-plus
movies in which its stunning boats have appeared.
It’s a point of much pride to Riva, and staff are asked to keep
a close eye out for one of their boats any time they’re at the
cinema or watching a movie at home.
Incredible though it might sound, when Indiana Jones was
on the run in Venice, for example, and leapt into one of Riva’s
wooden-hulled stunners for his canal getaway, it came as a
genuine surprise to the company’s directors.
And perhaps more incredibly, several companies – and
even Riva itself – allow visitors to rent these boats
when they visit the company’s Lake Iseo head
office. So just about everyone has the
opportunity to live out their
Hollywood fantasies as they skip
across the glassy surface of one of
Italy’s most beautiful lakes in a
handcrafted boat that is worth
more than a Sydney Harbour
house.
Most will require a
chauffeur, of course, but
there’s nothing quite so
wonderful as sitting in a
beautiful boat as it zips across
an Italian lake, in the wake of
former Riva owners like
Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton
and Brigitte Bardot. AC
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LORENZO MARCINNO

HOW TO SNEAK YOUR BRAND INTO A MOVIE
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happy birthday eldorado
Sixty years ago the Formula 1 world was
ambushed by a new competitor – sponsored by
an imaginative Italian ice cream maker with
new ideas on how a racing car should look.
SOME CARS HAVE gone down in history
for legendary victories, for the innovations
they introduced or for the drivers who
piloted them to glory. Others, meanwhile,
have become veritable icons for what they
represented: a unique story, a turning point
in history, a social phenomenon, an event
that rippled beyond the stands of the race
track to ultimately define an era.
One such case was the Maserati
“Eldorado”, which became famous in 1958
as the first single-seater car in Europe to be
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sponsored by a brand not linked to the
world of motorsport. The brand in question
was Eldorado, an ice-cream manufacturer.
This was the first example of modern
sponsorship, where the car was painted in
the colours of the partner company,
abandoning the traditional colour assigned
to each country by the Fédération
Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA). This
was a real revolution for the day, of vital
importance to the future of motorsport,
which from that moment on opened its
doors to new financial backers.
Maserati was commissioned to build the
car by Gino Zanetti, owner of Eldorado.
Determined to promote his brand on the
international stage, Zanetti turned to the
House of the Trident to create a singleseater car to compete in the “Trofeo dei

due Mondi” (Race of Two Worlds) at
Monza. The Automobile Club d’Italia had
organised a 500-mile race at the circuit
based on the Indianapolis 500, with top
American and European drivers lined up
to race. The Maserati 420/M/58, chassis
number 4203, was thus finished with a
cream-coloured livery, instead of Italian
racing red. The name Eldorado was
emblazoned in bold black lettering along
the sides of the car, with two additional
smaller logos on the nose and below the
small deflector that acted as a windshield.
The logo with the face of the smiling
cowboy was positioned in the centre of the
nose and on the sides of the rear fin. Below
the two Eldorado brands on the sides, in
bright racing red was “Italia”, denoting the
nationality of the sponsor as well as that of
the racing car manufacturer.
The long silhouette of the Eldorado also
bore the name of the driver chosen to race
it in the “Monzanapolis”: Stirling Moss, one
of the greatest drivers in the history of
motor sports, and a former Maserati driver.
The previous year, in 1957, the Modenabased manufacturer won the Formula 1
World Championship with Juan Manuel
Fangio, before deciding to withdraw from
competitive racing and build racing cars
only when commissioned by private
customers, also providing them with
assistance.
This was precisely the situation that
Zanetti was seeking, and the reason why
the Italian entrepreneur turned to Maserati.
In the space of a few months, the
engineer Giulio Alfieri created the Eldorado.
The engine, derived from the V8 unit
mounted in the 450S twin cam models, had
its displacement reduced to 4,190 cc,
generating 410 hp at 8,000 rpm; both the
engine and transmission were offset to the
left by nine centimetres. The aim of this
decision was to ensure a more balanced

weight distribution, taking into account the
anti-clockwise direction of travel on the
high banked corners at Monza.
The gearbox had just two speeds, while
the De Dion rear axle had no differential.
The tubular chassis was derived from that
of the highly successful 250F, although it
proved oversized compared to the latter,
also as a result of numerous reinforcements
introduced to enable the car to withstand
the mechanical stress generated by the
concrete track at Monza.
To reduce the weight, Halibrand
magnesium wheels were used along with
Firestone 18-inch braided tread tyres
inflated with helium. With these measures,
the car weighed in at 758 kg. The
aluminium bodywork, hand-crafted by
Fantuzzi, was characterised by an
aerodynamic vertical fin behind the cockpit
and a front carburettor scoop.
On 29th June 1958, at the Monza track,
the race was held in three heats to decide
the final points table. This strategy was
aimed at enticing European car
manufacturers to enter their own cars,
which had not originally been designed to
compete in such a long race, and one that
was so mechanically arduous.
In the first heat Moss finished 4th whilst
in the second he crossed the line 5th. In the
final heat, however, his steering broke and
the Maserati slammed into the guard-rail,
dashing the English driver’s hopes of
finishing the race in third place overall. He
walked away unscathed from the crash and,
all things considered,
the “Eldorado”
suffered only limited
damage, proving the
value of its solid
structure
Taking into account
the three heats and
the total number of
laps completed, Moss
nonetheless took
seventh place.
Despite the success
in terms of spectator
numbers and
entertainment value, the 500 Miles of
Monza did not become a regular event on
the racing calendar. Based on the findings

ENGINE AND
TRANSMISSION
WERE OFFSET TO
THE LEFT BY NINE
CENTIMETRES TO
ENSURE A MORE
BALANCED WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION.
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THIS PAGE AND
OPPOSITE: With its
quirky, distinctive
branding, the Eldorado
is a piece of motoring
history, housed in
Modena.

NEED TO
KNOW
BODY: INDY-TYPE
SINGLE-SEATER
ENGINE: 90° V8.
DISPLACEMENT:
4,190 CC
POWER: 410 HP
AT 8,000 RPM
TRANSMISSION:
2-SPEED MANUAL
CHASSIS:
TUBULAR
STRUCTURE,
ALUMINIUM
BODYWORK
WEIGHT: 758 KG
TOP SPEED: OVER
350 KM/H
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from the race, the Eldorado was modified
by the Gentilini bodywork shop, which
removed the rear fin and reduced the hood
scoop, after which the car was entered in
the Indianapolis 500 in 1959.
This time it was finished in red, the
colour of Italy in competitions, but still
emblazoned with the Eldorado sponsor’s
name in white lettering on the sides, as well
as the cowboy logo in a white circle on the
nose and tail. The inexperience of the
gentleman-driver, Ralph Liguori, meant that
the car failed to qualify, as it set the 36th
fastest time, with only the first 33 to
qualify. With a professional driver behind
the wheel, it would have been a different
result. But that is a whole other story.
The Indy 500 race was a favourite for
Maserati, taking victories in 1939 and 1940
with the driver Wilbur Shaw behind the
wheel of an 8CTF. Shaw almost made it a
hat-trick in 1941, but was forced to
withdraw during the penultimate lap while
out in front, victory denied by a broken
wheel. Maserati is the only Italian car
manufacturer to have won on the Indiana
race track and the only European brand to
have triumphed on two consecutive
occasions.
The Maserati Eldorado, perfectly
restored in its original white livery, is part of
the Panini Collection, housed in Modena. •

Modern
vintage
A NEW LUXURIOUS
PRIVATE HOTEL
WHICH HAS BEEN
AGED WITH
PURPOSE HAS
TONY DAVIS
MESMERISED.

With manicured
garden grounds
and water vistas,
Campbell Point
House impresses
from every angle.

Photography by PETER FOSTER
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T

he tall and imposing gates are beaten up and badly in need of a coat of
paint, but they creak open automatically. Then it’s down a long and winding
avenue of pines, between a pair of ornate, time-worn fountains, and over a
rise. And there, before the long bonnet of our Maserati Quattroporte
GranSport sedan is an extraordinary panorama. It takes in a huge lake and
what is surely the best preserved late 18th century French chateau in Victoria,
if not the whole of Australia.
Of course, it isn’t entirely what it seems. This “chateau”, with its oxidised green copper
gutters, elaborate hedges and Versailles-style gardens, owes nothing to kings, courtiers or
the last days of pre-revolutionary France. If you can read the Latin on the marble foundation
stone, you’ll discover that Campbell Point House was built as a family home by Australian
architect Aaron Parkhill for his wife and three children. You’ll also find it happened in 2008.
The Parkhill family lived in it for several years but found that they were rattling around
inside such a large and regal property. They moved to a more conventional abode and
rented out their stately pile. Canadian singer Justin Bieber and his entourage took the estate
over at the end of an Australian tour, an episode of Masterchef was filmed there, and
various well-heeled families and newly married couples grabbed the chance to be king or
queen for a day (or even a week).
Now, after four years of planning, Aaron and his wife Meg are taking Campbell Point
House into its next phase, as an exclusive private hotel.
We visited during the mad scramble that precedes the opening of almost any new venue,
having done the 90-minute drive from central Melbourne in the leather lined luxury of the
2018-spec Maserati Quattroporte. Our arrival brought a smile of admiration from Parkhill,
who is in the club. He bought his own Quattroporte in 2010 and has been enjoying it ever
since. His hands-on manner is immediately evident as he helps us
wipe down the new car’s Grigio Maratea paintwork for the photos. It
DURING HIS EARLY
is necessary because there is a kilometre or so of dirt road leading up
to the premises. It’s smooth enough to cause no risk to our car’s paint
TRAVELS THROUGH
or 21-inch wheels, but the dust is very, very fine.
FRANCE, WHILE
I look around the property and remark there seems a lot still to do.
That gate for a start. The front doors need a lick of paint too, and the
EVERYONE ELSE WAS
statue over there is missing an arm. Parkhill laughs, as I’ve missed the
PHOTOGRAPHING THE
point entirely. “Everything here is deliberate,” he explains. “We
wanted it to look like it had been here for as long as possible. The
SCENERY, PARKHILL
floor tiles were put in with chips, deliberately hit with a hammer …
WOULD BE SNAPPING
we used acid on the copper to speed up the green patina.”
An inspection of the interior reveals more. The parquetry floors are
DOOR HANDLES AND
aged, as if they’ve endured thousands of footsteps for hundreds of
HINGES AND FLOORS.
years. The many paintings in the foyer show hunting scenes from
“long ago”, some with the house in the background.
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LEFT: The chateau has been aged
deliberately, carefully, tastefully to
create the look and feel of being lived
in for ages. ABOVE: Owners Aaron
Parkhill (left) with wife Meg Blackhall,
and acclaimed chef Tobin Kent (right).

So, what inspired the making of a brand new old building?
“The love of France,” Parkhill says, as if it’s the most obvious thing in the world.
“How could you travel around, say, the Loire Valley and fail to fall in love with it?”
Is there a French family connection? No, Parkhill, 47, grew up in Sydney and Bowral, NSW.
But the minute he saw buildings much like this one, he was smitten. During his early travels
through France, while everyone else was photographing the scenery, he would be snapping
door handles and hinges and floors. “I was building this database for years … I was obsessed
with it.” His chance to put it all together came in 2005 when he found this 16-hectare block
on Victoria’s Bellarine Peninsula near Geelong. It fronts onto the spectacular Lake Connewarre,
part of protected wetlands system that is visited by vast numbers of migratory birds.
If certain aspects of Campbell Point House are carefully aged, there’s nothing tatty about
the accommodation. The rooms are large, the ceilings castle-high and the fittings of high
quality. The thick sisal floor coverings provide a perfect bridge of tradition and modern luxury.
Parkhill admits he has lost count of the overall cost of the project but is sure “we are well over
the $20 million mark”.
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Our suite, the Master Suite ($1600 per night in high season),
gave us the opportunity to watch a spectacular sunrise over
the lake, through large oval copper windows. The view also
took in those Versailles-influenced gardens and several other
buildings on the estate, including the Pool House – being
converted to a day spa – with its elaborate “dragon scale”
slate roofing, the boathouse with jetty, and the Lake Pavilion,
a free-standing four-bedroom house that can also be rented.
One of the distinguishing features of the property is that
the maximum number of guests is capped at 30. There’ll be
no day visitors hanging around the pool, bar or tennis court as
the estate is closed to all but residents. The Great Ocean Road
– one of the world’s best strips of blacktop for a sporty Italian
car – is a half an hour drive away. Aaron says that Melbourne’s
Crown Casino is a 15-minute helicopter ride.
There are better entertaining areas than the average
European chateau. The veranda on the lakeside is a quiet nod to Australian colonial style and
local tradition. The bar area opens to a conservatory that provides a dance floor, and an
adjacent garden surrounded by high hedges. The grand dining hall seats all 30 guests.
The room packages include breakfast and dinner; the chef is Tobin Kent, a 27-year-old
Thai-born Australian with an infectious enthusiasm. He previously worked at Brae, Dan
Hunter’s triple-hatted rural restaurant 50 minutes west of Geelong. Kent was chef-de-partie
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ABOVE AND RIGHT: The
property’s public spaces
invite enjoyment and
relaxation. LEFT: A grand
arrival in the Maserati
Quattroporte

there, then head chef at Gladioli, another acclaimed fine dining
establishment in country Victoria. He’s keeping a few secrets about
the menus he will unveil, but there is certainly going to be a classical
French influence, though he says that’s almost par for the course.
“Most chefs are enthused by and knowledgeable about French
cooking, whether they know it or not. A lot of the French culture is
just there in the kitchen, naturally.”
Kent has been poring over traditional cookbooks and delighting
in some of the French dishes that “you don’t see done much any
more”. He also promises to serve up plenty of local produce, not just
because it will be fresh, but because the meat, seafood and dairy in
this part of the world are so good. Herbs and small vegetables are
being grown in the onsite garden, and fruit is available from the
estate’s many citrus trees. Seafood will be a big focus. “I love it
because it is so diverse, in terms of flavour and texture,” says Kent.
Variety will be paramount as each night will bring a multi-course set
menu. “Because the meals are
included, we are going to be
BECAUSE THE MEALS
generous. If they want more of
ARE INCLUDED, WE ARE
one thing or less or another,
we will indulge them.”
GOING TO BE GENEROUS.
There are four Mansion
IF GUESTS WANT MORE
Suites ($1250 per night, high
season) on the first floor of the
OF ONE THING OR LESS
main building, plus the Master
OR ANOTHER, WE WILL
Suite, built into the roof cavity
and accessed via a semi-hidden
INDULGE THEM.
stairway. It is a 220 square
metre apartment style dwelling
with vast his-and-her walk-in
wardrobes, and a bathroom as
big as some hotel rooms. The
two “stables” that bookend
the main building have been
fitted out as two-bedroom
apartments ($2300 per night,
high season). The only things
yet to be added are paying
guests. The next era for
Victoria’s oldest new private
hotel is about to begin. •

NEED TO KNOW
CAMPBELL POINT
HOUSE
199 MATTHEWS ROAD,
LEOPOLD,
VICTORIA, 3224
CAMPBELLPOINT
HOUSE.COM.AU
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ABOVE: The water views offer tranquility.
BELOW: As do the suites, with elegant
fixtures, high ceilings and king beds.

Where luxury exists
in every last detail
267 GREY STREET, SOUTH BANK QLD 4101
1800 346 835 | EMPORIUMHOTELS.COM.AU

exquisite stays

THE 2019 LINE UP OF MASERATI
MODELS REVEALS EXEMPLARY
ENGINEERING, STYLISH DETAILING,
AND AN ENTICING NEW OFFER.
PETER BREWER ENJOYED THE
MARQUE’S FINEST THROUGH
THE MILLIONAIRE’S PLAYGROUND
OF MONACO ON HIS DRIVE TO PARIS.

model
behaviour
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A joy to handle on
the winding road from
Monaco to Paris, the
Maserati Ghibli S
GranSport is right
at home in this
driver’s paradise.

~motoring~

E

very September, the genteel folk of Monte Carlo are
inconvenienced in moving their various luxury aquatic
craft out to accommodate what is regarded as one of
the world’s premier floating exhibits of superyachts.
Port Hercules, the tiny Mediterranean harbour which
nestles below the ringed gaze of apartment blocks and
prestige homes which cling like high-browed limpets to
the principality’s steep hillsides, becomes a hive of activity for the
Monaco Yacht Show as dozens of trade stalls go up along the
harbour-front, trucks disgorge boxes of nautical-themed wares and
laden forklifts weave erratic paths between the pedestrians.
Manolo Blahniks give way to soft-soled boat shoes so as not to
score the immaculate teak decking on which an early tranche of
prospective customers sip champagne and exchange views on the
relative advantages of choosing a stern-based helipad over a
generous plunge pool with swim-up platform.
Berthed and arrayed below us from our perch on the top floor of
the Yacht Club de Monaco are hundreds of millions of dollars in
aquatic indulgence, and assembled nearby is the small fleet of
Maseratis that will carry us from Monaco and north to Paris.
Some of our group are focused less on the latest nautical styles
and more on haute couture as the City of Lights prepares to host its
annual Fashion Week in just a few days’ time.
However, the journey, as the adage goes, is more important than
the destination. Our preferred choice of the 2019 models for the first
leg is a Levante S SUV GranSport with its Ferrari-sourced 430bhp
twin-turbo V6 and pearlescent Bianco Alpi paintwork.
We are encouraged by the Maserati support crew and not for the
last time during the journey ahead, to double click the “sport”
button alongside the newly designed gearshift lever and enjoy the
musica produced by the cavallinos rampante.

ABOVE: The 2019
Maserati Ghibli S
GranSport. BELOW:
The 2019 Maserati
line-up of the Ghibli S
GranLusso (left),
Quattroporte S
GranSport (middle),
and the Levante D
GranLusso (right).
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The GranSport’s side air intakes are now more aggressive in
design, with side bezel plates and a front splitter. What’s quite
astonishing for an SUV is the Levante V6’s drag co-efficient of 0.30.
Not that many years ago, such a low number was only conceivable
for low-slung sports cars.
Aiding this class-leading aero performance is the electric Air
Shutter over the front grille, which opens and closes as required to
allow cooling air to be fed to the radiator. Attention to detail extends
to ensuring the outward face of the radiator is painted black so when
viewed in the rear view mirror the open shutter is fully disguised
behind the concave trident-badged grille.
There are clearly those designers within the Maserati team who
identify a model year change the way fashion designers sense a
seasonal shift, where new hues refresh the palette and inject vitality.
There are two new tri-coat colours, which now brings the available
Levante total to 11: Blu Nobile and Rosso Potente. The paints are
created with the addition of glass flakes over a base coat, and
finished with a clear coat. While it sounds simple, we’re advised it’s
complicated to achieve, particularly to achieve
such a high degree of quality in production.
WE’RE ENCOURAGED BY
There are 14 different lightweight alloy
wheels from 18 to 22 inches in diameter, in
THE ASSEMBLED MASERATI
eight distinctive designs. The S receives 19-inch
SUPPORT CREW – AND NOT
alloys as standard (with the option to upsize),
FOR THE LAST TIME DURING and slightly wider tyres (295mm) at the rear
than the front. This front-to-rear disparity in
THE JOURNEY AHEAD – TO
wheel size is part of the reason why there’s an
DOUBLE CLICK THE “SPORT” inflation kit offered for the Levante, rather than
a conventional spare.
BUTTON ALONGSIDE THE
Performance brakes on the GranSport are
identified, quite appropriately, by red calipers
NEWLY DESIGNED
but should that not suit your taste, the colour
GEARSHIFT LEVER
choice is yours to make. A Levante with yellow
calipers and the Blu Nobile tri-coat was a
particular favourite of our photographer
Lorenzo, whose Nikon was never far from his nose when it appeared.
In warm-up, the combined Ferrari engines mutter a wonderful,
Maserati customers are encouraged to individualise so there’s the
rich basso profundo symphony. Even in Monaco, this impromptu
further option of the Nerissimo package. Upgraded for 2019,
concert draws a small, appreciative crowd and offers a timely
Nerissimo rouses an embrace of your inner Batman with a black
reminder of how these engines provide such a unique appeal to the
grille, skid plates, daylight openings, tail-lights and exhaust tips, and
Maserati brand. Such is the attractiveness of the Ferrari opus is that
complimented by black chrome badgework.
encourages the downshift of a gear (or perhaps even two) as the
Maserati’s engineers listened carefully to remarks about the
pneumatic opening of special flaps sends the engine exhaust down
previous gearshift lever action and have introduced a new MY19
the fastest possible path, delivering a more audible and always
lever design across the full model range to control the shared eightpleasing driving soundtrack.
speed ZF automatic gearbox.
The density of traffic in and out of the principality’s winding
It’s a totally intuitive short-throw design that allows the switch
access roads varies from busy to sardine-packed, forming a starkly
from automatic (RND) to manual (M) shifting with a sideways fingercontrasting conga-line of tour buses, buzzing scooters and even
tap. The Park (P) function is now engaged by a push-button on the
mega-buck hypercars. Maserati’s brilliant sat-nav system, displayed
top of the gear lever. Likewise, the driving modes are reconfigured.
on the MTC+ 8.4” centre screen and operable via touch or the centre
There’s now an Off-Road button to join the engageable modes of
console’s rotary dial, would provide an invaluable graphic and audio
ICE (Increased Control & Efficiency) and Sport. ICE mode is the
guide in the days ahead.
everyday preference, and makes the gearshifts nearly indiscernible.
The 2019 Levante GranSport borrows a little something here and
The Q4 all wheel drive system always delivers grip bias to the
there in exterior styling from the newly announced, gob-smacking
Levante’s rear wheels as befits the handling characteristics of a
Trofeo 3.8 litre twin-turbo V8 version.
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sports-luxury SUV. But on snow, ice or loose surfaces, in just 150
milliseconds the electronically controlled multi-plate wet clutch
system directs assistance to the front wheels for a 50:50 drive split
front-to-rear.
On the winding roads, there’s a feeling of control and capability
that affords complete driver confidence. The Levante’s sophisticated
skyhook suspension responds intuitively as the Maserati enters
a bend, making automatic adjustments to counteract any shift in the
centre of gravity, maintaining a level ride and full composure even
when the outside wheels encounter broken edges of the roadway.
Entering the autoroute, the Levante requires very little throttle
input to hunt along comfortably at the stipulated 130km/h speed
limit. It’s an accomplished open road cruiser, eating up the kilometres
with ease. All the passive and active safety you’d expect is there in
support, too, such as active blind spot assist, lane-keeping, highway
assist (which provides subtle opposing pressure on the electric
steering should the car wander out of lane), and adaptive cruise.
It’s testament to the comfort and support of the 12-way powered
leather seats and the effortless manner in which the Levante adapts
to road conditions, from the fast clip of the busy autoroute to the
narrow country lanes, that there’s no hint of driver fatigue when
arriving at the lunch stop at Chateau la
Coste, in the French countryside of AixTHERE ARE CLEARLY
en-Provence and where we can take a
closer look at the vehicles in detail.
THOSE DESIGNERS
Little wonder the Levante’s on-road
WITHIN THE MASERATI
cabin ambience is so subdued; its cabin
doors wrap right under the sills with a
TEAM WHO IDENTIFY A
seal at the foot and close with a
MODEL YEAR CHANGE THE thick
vault-like clunk.
There’s widespread approbation in
WAY FASHION DESIGNERS
the group for the new Pieno Fiore natural
SENSE A SEASONAL SHIFT,
leather interior trim added for 2019 in a
choice of black, red or tan, together with
WHERE NEW HUES
the Ermenegildo Zegna Silk interior
REFRESH THE PALETTE
option, with its oh-so-soft anthracite
inserts to the seats, door panels, roof
AND INJECT VITALITY.
lining, and sunshades. It’s made
exclusively for Maserati by the Zegna
wool mill in Trivero, Italy.
Chateau la Coste itself presents an intriguing diversion. Owned by
millionaire Irish property investor and businessman Paddy McKillen
ABOVE: The
who, although a teetotaler owns luxury hotels right across the UK
revolutionary new
and Ireland, the property attracts tens of thousands of visitors a year
gear shift for 2019
for its gallery and the world-class art installations spread in a
Maserati Ghibli,
somewhat arbitrary manner right across the 200 acres.
Quattroporte and
Complex and intriguing sculptures by the likes of Ai Weiwei, Frank
Levante models.
Gehry and Jean Nouvel are among the dozens of pieces, some
LEFT: Leather sports
nestled in tree-lined glades and others among the rolling hills of
seats in the
vineyards.
GranSport Ghibli,
Hours which could be spent here but time is tight so it’s appropriate
Quattroporte and
to swap into the Maserati Quattroporte, the elegant large sports
Levante
sedan of the range, for a quick and relatively straight-forward
RIGHT: Maserati
Quattroporte
autoroute hunt north to Lyon.
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ABOVE: Levante S GranLusso in
Blue Nobile. FAR BELOW: Zegna
silk and leather interior of the
Levante S GranLusso.

The spacious and curvaceous executive sedan was an appropriately
relaxed choice for the autoroute. The Quattroporte cleaves cleanly
through the air due to its very low drag, and the kilometres reel by
effortlessly, with pleasure.
Beneath the subdued cabin ambience beats the soft, delightful
burble-thrum of the Ferrari engine casually at work. Only a gentle
pressure on the throttle is needed as we regularly work out to the
fast lane to dispatch slower traffic but there’s an occasional irresistible
urge to press the Sport button, such is the pleasurable lift in volume
and brio this prompts from the clever exhaust system.
For 2019, the low-slung Quattroporte benefits from the same
upgrades noted on the Levante. New for the Quattroporte are 20inch Perseo and 21-inch Atlante alloys which can be mixed and
matched to the customer’s choice of GranLusso, GranSport or
Nerissimo packages.
The adaptive full LED headlights, with tri-bladed daytime running
lights (DRLs) introduced by Maserati across the 2019 model range,
come into play as the French autumnal light deepens further. There
are three automatic lighting settings –
town (for under 50km/h), country (50WORKING THE LIGHT,
110km/h) and motorway (over 110k/h) –
and we experience the benefits of each
BALANCED GHIBLI
as our journey takes us off the autoroute
THROUGH THE NARROW,
and into the historic heart of Lyon.
Rising early to the soft, almost surreal
TWISTY RURAL ROADS
morning light, our choice of the Ghibli S
BETWEEN THE RIPENING
GranSport in the entirely appropriate
VINES LINING LE ROUTE DES Rosso Potente paintwork is given the nod
of approval by our enthusiastic test driver,
GRAND CRUS WAS A FITTING
Filippo Pensotti, whose personal time
away from corporate duties is invariably
WAY TO FINISH OUR
spent on racetracks and rally roads.
INTRODUCTION TO
All the enhancements, including the
new gear lever, full LED Adaptive Matrix
MASERATI’S 2019 MODELS
and the Maserati Touch Control Plus
(MTC+) infotainment, together with the
new colour palette and trim choices, are carried
across to the smaller sports sedan.
The new twin cup-holders in the Ghibli’s centre
console – so important for the US market – are put
to early use and there’s new-for-2019 cabin veneers
to admire, with customers given the choice
between the sporty Carbon Fibre Twill or the finely
striped, glossy wooden Rovere Veneer.
Working the light, beautifully balanced Ghibli
through the narrow, twisty rural roads between
the ripening vines lining le Route des Grand Crus
was a fitting way to finish our introduction to the
Maserati 2019 model range.
The catwalks of Paris were beckoning eagerly to
our small, diverse tour party group and at the
admission of the accompanying Maserati designers,
the latest fashion, whether in metal or material, is
always deserving of attention. •
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new kid
on the
block
An entry-level petrol
enginge Levante 350 joins
the best-selling SUV range
STANDING ATOP THE abandoned pitlane
buildings at Reims-Gueux, there’s a feeling
of disquiet and a little sadness about what
has been lost to the relentless march of
modernisation. Decaying yet defiantly
proud concrete structures are all that
remains of the once-famous circuit an hour
out of Paris, where once tens of thousands
of spectators flocked to watch the racing
champions of yesteryear compete.
Today, the circuit’s former main straight
is just another busy nondescript French
highway. One or two curious passersby
clearly still sense the compelling pull that
racing history exerts here. They stop briefly
and wonder – as do we – at how much
human drama and excitement unfolded
here as the world’s great racing marques
and their drivers thundered their cars down
this strip of bitumen at over 250km/h.
Maserati racing and sports cars accepted
the winner’s laurel wreath here dozens of
times, among them the late, great,
seven-times world champion Juan Manuel
Fangio. It’s completely fitting then that we
should make our pilgrimage to the
crumbling remains of Reims-Gueux in a
Maserati, to whom the Fangio name is
inseparably linked.
And yet while it shares the same famous
name and trident badge, the Levante 350
driven here embodies the modern face and
marketing pragmatism of the Italian
prestige sports car maker.
It’s a new petrol-engine model joining
Australia’s best-selling Maserati SUV range
in late 2018 to early 2019, and one certain
to generate fresh waves of buyer interest
and curiosity.
The Levante 350 will be the most
affordable Maserati ever offered in this
country. The petrol-engined 3.0-litre
twin-turbo V6 350 will still carry all the
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The once-famous
race circuit at ReimsGueux, an hour
outside of Paris,
proves the ideal
testing ground for the
new petrol-engined
Levante 350.

levels of safety, equipment, comfort and
performance expected from Maserati.
The new model’s description denotes
the engine power output of 350
horsepower. The Levante 350’s heartbeat
remains that of a much-desired Ferrarisourced engine, in a slightly decreased state
of tune to its Levante S sibling.
Importantly for Australia, it will carry a
higher level of equipment than that offered
in Europe, while retaining all the quality
materials, features and attention to detail
befitting the trident badge.
From the ground up, the Levante 350
rides on 19-inch polished alloy wheels and
its drive delivery is via the Q4 intelligent
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all-wheel drive system common across the
Levante range, complete with limited slip
differential and torque vectoring control.
The underpinnings are all independent,
of course, with driver-adjustable air springs
and Skyhook shock absorbers which, at the
push of a button, can be hunkered down
for enjoyment on twisting backroads or
alternatively ramped right up to provide an
impressive 272mm of ground clearance
when heading off the bitumen.
The Levante 350’s slick eight-speed
automatic transmission adopts the newlydesigned gear lever and intuitive shift
operation for all 2019 Maserati models.
Inside, the cabin look and feel are
uncompromised. Hand-stitched leather
from the seats to the steering wheel is
matched to handsome piano-black fascia
trim, while a 12-way power adjustment is
provided to front seats.
The infotainment system is Maserati’s
latest MTC+ with digital radio, a premium
sat-nav system, Apple Carplay and Android
Auto. Cruise control, blind spot alert, rear
parking guide grid and parking sensors are
integral.
Best of all, the engine soundtrack
remains pure Maserati. And at the Levante
350’s new competitive price, there’s
nothing quite like it. •

maserati
en
masse
THE FIRST EVER MASERATI
GLOBAL GATHERING BROUGHT
TOGETHER A HOST OF UNIQUE
AND CLASSIC MASERATI CARS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD.
HERE ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF
THE FIVE-DAY DRIVE FROM
MELBOURNE TO SYDNEY.

IT IS, QUITE possibly, one of the least likely scenes you could
imagine. A dusty single track, winding its way through the
Australian bush in the lower edges of the Great Dividing Range,
sheep and cattle picking their way through the stunted brown
grass; a large kangaroo looking over the scene. All so very
archetypal Australian so far. Except, pounding along this
outback road, instead of the usual stone-battered and rusting
utes, are millions of dollars’ worth of classic and modern
Maserati supercars driven by owners from around the world.
Welcome to the outback adventure that was the Maserati Global Gathering, which took
Maserati owners and their cars on a 1550 km and five-day trek across Australia from
Melbourne to Sydney, via some of the best driving roads in the world, in March this year.
“We’ve been to many Maserati events in Europe for owners living there and we decided
it was time to give something back, so we decided to invite owners to Australia,” explains
John Gove, President of the Maserati Owners Club of Australia, who with Maserati’s fulsome
support, spent two years organizing this first ever global event for its owners clubs.
The cars participating ranged from Andrew Cannon’s rare 1956 Maserati 150S/250S
through to John Gove’s own rare RHD Mistral, the 2009 Maserati Bellagio which is one of just
four in the world and Mark Jansen’s stunning 1967 Ghibli through to a veritable fleet of 2018
Maseratis from across the whole range being driven by visitors who wanted to experience the
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CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP RIGHT: The Maserati
convoy at Woomargama
Station; final event at the
Sydney Opera House;
Andrew Cannon with his
1956 Maserati 150S/250S;
Maserati Club President
John Gove and his wife,
Judy, with their RHD
Maserati Mistral in
Canberra and Maserati
Shamal owner Cam
McKenna.

POUNDING ALONG THIS
OUTBACK ROAD, INSTEAD
OF THE USUAL STONE
BATTERED AND RUSTING
UTE, ARE MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS’ WORTH OF
CLASSIC AND MODERN
MASERATI SUPERCARS

event in a Maserati. The countries
represented included France, Hong
Kong, Italy, New Zealand, Norway,
South Africa, Switzerland, USA and UK.
The route was a blend of the best
Australia can offer in terms of not just
roads, but also history, food and –
when not driving – wine. These included
the dramatic Great Ocean Road, made
all the more so by a howling southerly
gale with five metre waves pounding the coast.
In Bendigo dinner was in the historic Fortuna Villa, while in
Canberra dinner was in the National War Museum, under the wings
of historic aircraft on display, with features about Australia’s wartime
history. The Maseratis tackled the demanding roads in the Snowy
Mountains, making the most of what every Maserati – old and new
– offers, a thrilling drive. The event ended at another Australian icon,
the Sydney Opera House, outside which the classic cars lined up
under crystal blue sky for the finale of a gala event and a fabulous
dinner in Bennelong Restaurant.

But, back to that dirt road. What were the Maseratis doing there?
They were driving into Woomargama Station, a historic homestead
near Albury and home of Maserati owner Andrew Cannon, where a
fine country breakfast was served in the shearing sheds, accompanied
by a sheep shearing demonstration. As the Maseratis departed the
farm made famous by being where Prince William took his first steps
under the watchful eye of Prince Charles and Princess Diana, perhaps
that mob of kangaroos thought ‘There’s a sight we won’t see
again….’ as the hills echoed the sound of more than 70 years of
Modena’s finest engines. •
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shop like
an italian

SHOW YOUR LOVE FOR ALL THINGS
ITALIAN WITH OUR ULTIMATE LUXURY
GUIDE TO JEWELLERY, WATCHES
GROOMING AND DESIGN
Serpenti Forever bag with a quilted stardust
motif in black calf leather with gold chain detail,
$3,720, T: (02) 9233 3611
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design
& interiors

Rachel Fry

CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF CRITERIA COLLECTION, A GALLERY/SHOWROOM
OF FURNITURE, ART AND OBJECTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

criteriacollection.com.au

TO ME, ITALIAN design is always at the
forefront of design. They are amazing
craftsmen, with upholstery, timber and
especially marble. Aside from that, they’re
also setting the trends constantly because
they experiment the most. Each year when
the colour forecast comes out, the Italians
are already doing it. They inherently have
style about them in everything they do,
from food to fashion, from shoes to cars.
If you want to incorporate an Italian
designer look into your home, my advice is
to start with the pieces that you love, or
that move you. You will hold onto them for
longer periods of time, they will stand the
test of time. If they’re made from high
quality materials, they have integrity about
them, you can’t argue with them, they
don’t go anywhere.

The other good thing with Italian style is
the pieces mix well. You can bring in bits
and pieces from Italian designers and mix
them with French provincial. You can start
small and work your way into a more
flamboyant Italian flair if you want to go
really big, with pieces with lots of colour,
texture, and interesting form.
Paola Navone is one of my favourite
Italian designers. She designed the Chester
Moon sofa, and the Housse armchair, which
has that really relaxed linen look but it’s
actually made from leather. She became
famous doing this linen look across many
different brands, but with Baxter she’s been
able to finesse the leather in such a way
that it looks and behaves like fabric.
So that’s more the relaxed look, which the
Italians also do effortlessly.
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1. Pietro Russo for Baxter:
Mantice Screen; $10,850
2. Antonio Sciortino for Baxter:
Gibellina Nuda Bench; POA
3. Paola Navone for Baxter:
Chester Moon Sofa; $21,200
4. Draga and Aurel for Baxter:
Marilyn Armchair; $7,450
5. Paola Navone for Baxter:
Housse Extra Armchair; $12,250
6. Roberto Lazzeroni for Baxter:
Jorgen Armchair; $10,150
7. Pietro Russo for Baxter: Guell
Cabinet; $21,150 + GST
8. Pietro Russo for Baxter: Float
Drinks Cabinet; POA

6
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GROOMING
& scents

Jacob Stanley

HEAD OF EDUCATION AT MECCA

mecca.com.au

TO ME, THE quintessential Italian look is a
lightly sculpted eye with a winged eyeliner.
In Italy, that’s typically how they do their
make-up: they use a soft matte shadow to
lightly define the eye and sculpt it upwards.
And with the black winged liner, a lot of
Italian women enhance their beautiful
almond eyes. It’s a classic, timeless look.
Anything to enhance your natural features
is never going to date.
Italian men like to look after their skin.
I wouldn’t say they’re too vain, but they’re
the right amount of vain! They are willing
to invest the time and effort to apply their
skincare routine morning and night – that
means serums, moisturisers and eye creams.
It’s an Italian sign of respect, to both the
community and to themselves, to take pride
in their appearance. You want to look
groomed, presentable and considered.

A lot of make-up brands look to Italy for
inspiration. If you’ve been to a place like
Positano, it makes sense. A lot of creative
people have been inspired by the beauty of
that location, the different colours you see
through the day, in nature, architecture, the
vibrant shades in the food. It makes perfect
sense to create colour collections which
capture that energy and vibrancy.
The fragrance brand Eau d’Italie
celebrates native Italian ingredients, and
each scent is inspired by a different place in
Italy, whether it’s Rome, or Capri, or
Umbria. Our best seller is their Un Bateau
Pour Capri, which is inspired by the 1950s
film star, very glamorous, boarding a
flat-bottom boat for the day, with a silk
scarf in her hair. It’s a classically feminine
fragrance, with a hint of aquatic notes,
which makes it smell like the ocean.
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1. Eau d’Italie EDT, $183 2. NARS
Single Eyeshadow in Rome, $27
3. Sam McKnight Easy-Up Do
Texture Spray, $49 4. Maison
Francis Kurkdjian Aqua Universalis
Scented Shower Cream, $78
5. Diana Vreeland Smashingly
Brilliant, $270 6. Diptyque
Revitalising Shower Gel, $55
7. Altaia Yu Son EDP, $305
8. Nars Velvet Matte Lip Pencil, $39
9. Fornasetti Bacio Candle, $270
10. Chantecaille Compact Soleil in
Capri, $67 11. Chantecaille Chrome
Luxe Eye Duo in Piazza San Marco,
$85. All items from Mecca
Cosmetica, mecca.com.au

11
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jewellery
& watches

Katarina Kroslakova

EDITOR, IL TRIDENTE
SELF-CONFESSED WATCH AND BLING COLLECTOR

I PROMISE YOU, writing this opening
blurb myself is not an obvious hint that
these stunning items are on my wishlist for
Christmas, Valentine’s Day, my birthday,
and so on. I write this as a fan and admirer
of the craftsmanship, distinctive design,
striking colour combinations and effortless
elegance which these brands exude.
The Italian artistry, in particular is so
instantly recognisable that the watches and
jewellery couldn’t be made by any other
nation. Whether it’s a dainty, delicate and

understated piece, or something with
grandeur, flair, and boldly-coloured stones,
or something minimalistic and masculine,
the Italian way in jewellery is unique.
In the horological arena, the Italians may
not dominate like the Swiss, but when they
do create something, it’s truly special.
And of course no gift guide would be
complete without icons such as Rolex and
Paspaley: both true legends in the art of
creating timeless, exceptional pieces we
love receiving, and giving.
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1. Paspaley Monsoon Cicada Earrings,
$32,800, paspaley.com 2. Rolex Men’s
Cosmograph Daytona in Everose gold and
diamonds, POA, rolex.com 3. Gucci GG
Running Yellow Gold Necklace, $3,050,
gucci.com 4. Panerai Luminor Due 3 Days
Automatic, $21,500, panerai.com
5. Ermenegildo Zegna cufflinks, $495,
zegna.com 6. Gucci G Frame Watch,
$1,960, gucci.com 7. Bulgari Octo Maserati
GranSport watch with steel case, $17,850,
T: (02) 9233 3611 8. Paspaley Monsoon
Button Ring, POA, paspaley.com
9. Fendi Runaway Diamond watch, $5,005,
fendi.com 10. Bulgari Serpenti earrings,
$32,800, T: (02) 9233 3611 11. Bulgari Octo
Maserati GrandLusso watch with pink gold
case, $42,600, T: (02) 9233 3611
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dealer directory
Australia

New Zealand

MASERATI SYDNEY
862-874 ELIZABETH STREET
WATERLOO NSW 2017
PH: 02 8577 8100

WINGER MASERATI
21 GREAT SOUTH ROAD
NEWMARKET, AUCKLAND 1051
PH: +64 9 520 1588

MCCARROLL’S MASERATI
403 PACIFIC HIGHWAY
ARTARMON NSW 2064
PH: 02 9305 5788

EUROMARQUE
120 ST ASAPH STREET
CHRISTCHURCH 8140
PH: +64 3 997 8779
EUROPEAN AUTOMOTIVE
IMPORTS PTY LTD
TRADING AS MASERATI
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
2A HILL ROAD, LIDCOMBE, NSW
AUSTRALIA 2141
PH: +61 2 8577 8000
WWW.MASERATI.COM

MASERATI RICHMOND
430 SWAN STREET
RICHMOND VIC 3121
PH: 03 9270 7000
MASERATI BRISBANE
570 WICKHAM STREET
FORTITUDE VALLEY QLD 4006
PH: 07 3252 8222
MASERATI GOLD COAST
139 FERRY ROAD
SOUTHPORT QLD 4215
PH: 07 5591 9333
BARBAGALLO MASERATI
362 SCARBOROUGH BEACH ROAD
OSBORNE PARK WA 6017
PH: 08 9231 5999
SOLITAIRE MASERATI
46-52 GLEN OSMOND ROAD
PARKSIDE SA 5063
PH: 08 8274 5555
MASERATI CANBERRA
170 MELROSE DRIVE
PHILLIP ACT 2606
PH: 02 6178 3800
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Maserati Australia & New Zealand

reader survey
Il Tridente is your magazine providing a comprehensive window into the world of Maserati.
We appreciate your feedback so that we can continue to provide you with quality lifestyle
features and keep you up-to-date with all the latest news and information from Maserati.
Simply tear out the survey, complete it, place it in the reply-paid envelope provided.
Alternatively scan and email it to maseratimagazine@ateco.com.au
How would you rate Il Tridente overall?
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Below average

Poor

How would you rate the editorial content in Il Tridente?
Very interesting

Interesting

Uninteresting

How did you receive your copy of Il Tridente?
Mail

Dealer

Event

Friend

Other (please specify):

What are your key areas of interest? (please tick all that apply)
New Maserati cars

Motorsport

Maserati heritage

Rugby

Ballet

Performing Arts

Visual Art / Design

Fashion

Food and wine

Travel

Luxury and lifestyle products

Italian culture

Tennis

Golf

Snow sports

Water sports

Other (please specify):

reader survey (continued)
How long do you keep each issue of Il Tridente?
1 week or less

1 month or less

1-3 months

4-6 months

more than 6 months

How long would you spend reading Il Tridente?
15 mins or less

15-30 mins

30-60 mins

more than 60 mins

Gender:
Male

Female

I am interested in finding out more information on the following model: (please tick all that apply)
Levante

Ghibli

GranTurismo

GranCabrio

Quattroporte

I currently drive (make and model):
Name:
Email:
State:

Mobile:
NSW

ACT

VIC

Current Maserati Owner:

WA
Yes

QLD

SA
No

Previous Owner

I do not wish to receive marketing materials from Maserati Australia and New Zealand or Maserati dealers.

A NEW LIGHT
Richard Tognetti Artistic Director

Packages and
single tickets
now on sale

DISCOVER THE FULL SEASON

aco.com.au

SATU VÄNSKÄ Principal Violin

GOVERNMENT PARTNERS

PRINCIPAL PARTNER

The Sky-Dweller
The revolutionary watch for world travellers,
blending watchmaking ingenuity with simplicity of use.
It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.

oyster perpetual SKY-DWELLER

